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By P. W.

Read a strong denunciation
of Fulton's "listlessness" the
other day and it reminded us
of the old Army recipe, which
is a good one He who strongly
critizes the food, shall be made
the mess officer.
Should we suggest such an
antidote"
The flt b.; of the year usually
brutes with it a number of
changes in Fulton business life,
but this go round seems to
have more than the usual number, a quick survey reveals.
Mr. and Mrs John Rumen
are leaving as managers of the
Park Terrace restaurant this
weekend and will go to Memphis to be associated in similar
work with one of the Holiday
Inns, Mr. RUSSO' announced
Thursday.
Virginia Perry, longtime. capable assistant at the Pure Milk
Company office. has resigned
to stay home and raise a family; her place will be filled by
a capable gent now associated
with a Lake Street address;
change to be announced next
week.
There is an opening for a
young man who is stable, levelheaded and sales-minded with
• well-established Fulton firm
for
'e'll arrange interview
anyone interested
Taylor's Chevrolet agency
will won be moving to nicelooking new quarters on Fourth Street across the street from
the Hickory Log
Announcement was made in
last week's issue that Glenn
Bard was resigning from Southern States effective last Toesdes. Jan L new man from
Marion. Ky. is now manager.
Bennett Ilectric will open a
used. furniture stem in the old
McLiowell Building on Walnut
Street. adSourning 'present layout around Febetsary let.
Two split-ups in local partnerships will see one firm still
doing boldness under the same
root. With separate departidnients and the other making
- • phypleal division, with a
farina" announcing • mannaaing
two 411.1111 usr•Y• ••
A local insurance firm is going into the real estate business, with announcement forth
-coming next week....
And the grapevine has it that
another auto dealer may soon
leave his old stand for a brandnew building.
For the first time since
World War 11 Lake Street has
a vacant store building (old
Warren Pool hall) and may
have another when Chevrolet
agency moves. Other downtown streets also have several:
we counted 14 in all, with 9
empty and five being used for
furniture or appliance storage.
That doesn't include the new
Sinclair station next...to ti-ToteErn that awaits a lease by
somebody
;

The crack-pot mail seems to
be running petal/ heavy these
days, such as the one we received from a Doctor in North
Carolina urging us to reprint
• long dissertation on why this
country should return to free
enterprise with freedom for all
es in the good old days. That
much of it was okay, but halfway thru gis letter he does an
about face and maintains that
the government must regulate
all labor unions and big businesses to provide equal rights
for all, and then issues a dozen
other regulations that should
. . thus removing
be adopted
the freedom that he argued
for in the beginning.
However, here is a little
piece received one morning recently from some unknown
fellow that might be worthwhile contemplating. I believe
it was enclosed along with
some executive's announcement
that he was retiring from bus.thesis.
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
In 1923, a group of the
world's most successful financiers met at the Edgewater
Beach Hotel in Chicago. Present were:
The president of the largest
independent steel company.
The president of the largest
utility company.
The greatest wheat speculator.
The president of the New
York Stock Exchange.
A member of the President's
Cabinet.
The greatest "bear" in Wall
street.
The president of the Bank
of International Settlements.
The head of the world's greatest monopoly.
tycoon.i
Collectively, these
controlled more wealth than
(Continual on Page Pine)
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EFFORTS REDOUBLED
HIRE FOR PRISON

FULTON LOSB IN
TOURNEY FINALS

STATE COMMUNITIES
IMPROVE FACILITIES
Kentucky Municipal bond issues slipped off to total of
$43.959,000, of 91 sales during
1956, more than $20 millions
under 1955's $67,875,000, according to P. M. Conway, Sr,
chairman of Municipal Securities Committee of Ohio Valley
Group of Investnsent Bankers
Association of America. Conway. also retiring pres. Bond
Club of Louisville and execuvice-president,
tive
Bankers
Bond Co„ said money will continue "tight" during fore part
of 1957 but will loosen up near
end of year. Interest rates paid
for Kentucky municipals during '54. Conway told KyR,
ranged up to 5%, highest
rates in 20 years, reflecting
tightness of money.
Kentucky communities
in
proving their local facilitleg is,
weer siotiNnAt)ehon/Ir *to
finance load utilities- electric,
water, gas and sewer systems.
School financing totaled $13.796,000, of which Murray and
Western State Colleges and U.
of K. accounted
for around
dormitories.
each
for
$900
Housing commission bonds totaled $4,259,000. Louisville's $a
refuse
millions garbage and
bonds made up bulk of $6,627,000 in "miscellaneous" munKentucky, which acicipals
counted for $62 millions in record bond year of 1954. issued
only $437,000 in fish and game
past
during
bonds
revenue
year

Ticket sales are progressing
steadily for the "big three" of
college basketball games at the
Ellis Auditorium according to
Chauncey
Managing Director
Barbour, and the outlook is for
excellent attendance.
Harbour will open both halls
and have seating capacity for
5.800. possibly 6,000 mhen DePaul University of Chicago,
invitational
National
former
champions. goes against Memphis State January 12th, with
Sewanee playing Southwestern
in the opener.
Memphis State meets University of Louisville, present
national invitational titleholders, February 2nd and a Southeastern Conference game between Ole Miss and Kentucky
is schedule February 8th to
close the college season at the
Auditorium.
- -

UK Second Term
Begins On Feb. 6
Classification tests and physical examinations for all new
students entering the Univeraity of Kentucky the second
semester will be held Saturday,
Feb. 2. Registration is scheduled for the following Monday
and Tuesday, and classwork begins Wednesday, Feb. 6.
LOUISVILLE

CONFERENCR

The president of the Southern Baptist Convention, Dr. C.
C. Warren, Charlotte, N. C.,
and a Texas lay evangelist, Howard
E. Butt, Jr., Corpus
Christi, will be among speakers at the Kentucky Baptist
Evangelistic Conference, to be
held in Louisville, Jan. 14-16.

Number One

Radio Auction For Polio Begins Monday

Following word received
here last week that
Fulton,
Hickman, Pacrucah or Dawson
Springs are the four rommunities in Kentucky receiving the
moat serious consideration as
'locations of the new federal
prison, the Chamber of Commerce redoubled its efforts to
make its bid known to the
prison committee.
Telegrams werc
dispatched
to various Washington offices
on behalf of Fulton as a location.
The project is a maximumsecurity type prison, costing around ten million dollars and
offering economic
betterment
to this community that would
be equivalent to two factories,
officials pointed out.

MEMPHIS SCHEDULES
BIG NET GAMES

Attend The
CHURCH
Of Your Choice
This S

Fulton lost to a powerful
South Marshall basketball team
last Frclay night at the Mayfield
Christmas
invitational
basketball tournament finals.
Final score was Fulton g6,
South Marshall 71.
South Marshall, a consolidated school that opened only
last fall, hit the jackpot in its
very first basketball tournament.
The Rebels, coached by the
popular Jim Soloman, performed so much like champions that
they also received the "Sportsmanship Trophy" . offered by
The local Junior Chamber of
Commerce, which assisted Mayfield High School in conducting the annual affair.
South Marshall pulled away
in the final period to beat a
skyscraping Fulton team. The
two clubs were tied at 55-all
at the end of three periods,
but the Rebels worked into a
58-57 lead and ran the count
to 66-58 with four minutes left
in the contest to wrap up the
game Big Ron McAllister, who
had been connecting from the
side for Fulton, fouled out during this time, hurting the Bulldogs' hopes in the final minutes.
George Burnette was high
scorer for Fulton with
30
points, trailing
South
Marshall's Wilkins, who racked up
33 points
Consolation
game
between
the two semi-final losers resulted in Mayfield defeating
Hickman 68-55.

Pierce Landmark Is
Destroyed By Fire
An old home at -Pierce, Tenn.
was destroyed by". fire early
last Saturday morAing.
The
large me
house,
known as the Btowder home
a nd the 1,aCorni home, and
occupied by Mr. nd Mrs. L.
D Mayhall, was
eled by fire
2 a. m. by
discovered at a
lost practithe Mayhalh,
Mr. Maycally all fu
hall was treated
r burns

METHODISTS LAUNCH
NATIONW114 DRIVE
Bishop William T. Watkins,
1st Church
head of The M
in Kentucky and
estern Tennessee, has been
tected to deliver the keynotg address at
a meeting whic will launch
four year
the denominatio
.000,000 for
program to raise
ted schools,
118 Methodist
colleges and unieersities.
Bishop Watkins will speak to
a combined m ing of the
ristian HighCommission on
e Methodist
er Education of
Church and the National Association of Schools and Colleges of The Methodist Church
in Philadelphia oiS January 11
Plans call for liaising an annual fund equal lo at least one
dollar for each of the nation's
Another
9,444,820 Methodists
$2,833,446 will Ise raised annually for Wesley Foundation
work, a Methodist Student organization on college campuses.

COUNTY WILL RECEIVE BIDS FOR NEW
HIGH SCHOOL AT HICKMAN FEB. 3
Bids have been asked on the
central high school planned for
Fulton County and will be
opened in the
courtroom at
Hickman February 5.
The school will be built on
Highway 04 a mile east of
Hickman.
It will be a consolidation of
all the high schools in Fulton
County outside the independent
district of Fulton.
Cayce High School and Hickman High School will be converted to grade centers. Western, the other Fulton County
high school, was turned inos a
grade plant early in the central-school program.
The central school will be
built to house about 350 students. Estimated cost is about
$300,000.
The board also asked bids on
construction of an agriculture
building on the new school site
and alternations and additions
to Phillips School. on Highway
94 and Riverview School here,
Superintendent
School
said
Bearl Darnell.

'57 Tags On Sale
In Fulton Monday
Lannorn.
County
Kathryn
Court Clerk, will be in Fulton
next Monday, January 7, to sell
1957 motor vehicle licenses.
Her office at the City hall will
be open from 8:30 a. m. to
4:30 p. m., and applicants alt'
reminded that the 1956 registration must be presented when
seeking '57 tags.

Services For Mrs.
Emerson Held
Wednesday, Dec. 26
Funeral services for
Mrs.
Johnnie Emerson, 53, were
held 'at 11 a. m. Wednesday,
Dec. 26, at the Cuba Church
of Christ with John B. Hardeman officiating. Burial was in
the church cemetery.
Mrs. Emerson died Monday,
Dec. 24, at Adler-Morgan Hospital in Mayfield.
She is survived by her husband, Aubrey Emerson, Seda 1ia A son, Kenneth Emerson,
Sedalia; twio daughters, Mrs.
Tudor Jones and Mrs. William
Maddox, Mayfield; two brothers, C. 0. and C. B. Caldwell:
Fulton; three sisters, Mrs. Bernard Houston, IktIton, Mrs. Roy
Robertson, Auburn, and Mrs.
Out Moffitt, Gratres County,
and three grandchiltiren

RESERVE CAMP
DATES SCHEDULED
The following United States
Army Reserve Units will attend summer camp on the following dates:
439th Civil Affairs & Wintery
Government
Company,
Paducah — Fort
George G.
Meade, Maryland, 4 August --18 August 1957.
F' Company, 2nd Bn. 399th
Inf. Beet Paducah, Ky. —
Camp Breckenridge, Ky. — 11
August — 25 August 1957
E Company, 2nd Bn 399th
Inf. Regt.. Murray, Ky.—Camp
Breckenridge, Ky., 11 August
— 25 August 1957.
G Company, 2nd Bn. 399th
Inf, Regt., Clinton, Ky.—Camp
Breckenridge, Ky. 11 August
— 25 August 1957.
& Hq. Company, 2nd Bn
399th Inf. Regt., Mayfield. Ky.
— Camp Breckenridge, Ky. —
11 August — 25 August 1957,
H Company, 2nd Bn 399th
Inf. Ftegt. Mayfield, Ky.—Camp
Breckenridge. Ky. — 11 August — 25 August 1957.
321st Military Censorship Detachment, Mayfield, Ky.—Fort
George 0. Meade, Maryland —
21 July — 4 August 1957.
If you are a young Man age
17-18% and would like a paid
summer vacation, and, at the
same time discharge your military obligation under the Reserve Forces Act of 1955, this
is your opportunity. In this
program, you serve only six
months on active duty in the
Army. The remainder of your
military obligation is discharged by once a week meetings
and two weeks summer training mith a Reserve Unit of
your choice. You have the
interteetien 'with your
school or job training. See your
nearest Reserve Unit or Area
Advisor, 1101 Jefferson Street,
Paducah. Kentucky for details.

Basketball For Polio: Fulton, South Marshall
Exhibit Strength Here Next Tuesday Night
BREAKS

ARM

Robert Graham
suffered a
broken arm in a fall Wednesday afternoon at the Exchange
Furniture Store. The accident,
to his left arm, caused a fracture at the elbow.

New Finance Group
Meets In Mayfield
Finance Committee members
representing the five, districts
of the Four Rivers Boy Scout
Council met in Mayfield last
week to develop a proposed
budget to be presented at an
executive board meeting to be
held at the R. E. A. building
in Mayfield on Monday, January 7th.
The-budget proposal meeting
represented the first official
function of new council officers for 1957 under the leadership of Russell T Lund of Calvert City, the new Council
President. Mr. Lund heads the
Council Executive Board made
up of cis ar forty community
leaders representing the ten
county area of the Scout Council.
Those in attendance at the
budget planning meeting besides President Lund were: Dr.
Ralph
H.
Woods, Murray;
James
C. Rieke, Paducah;
Joseph H. Harpole, Union City:
Holmes Ellis, Murray; John
Pasco, Murray; James Willingham, Fulton; Tipton Reed, Mayfield; Cecil Cobb, Mayfield;
Frank Matthews, Mayfield; and
Jack Fox, Scout Executive.

Negro Wounded In
Week-End Shooting ,

A special
basketball game
with the proceeds going to
Polio benefit, will be staged
next Tuesday, January 8, at the
Carr Gym between Fulton and
North Marshall high schools.
The game will pit two strong
rivals against each other for
the first time, and besides
contributing to a worthy cause,
will provide some real basketball for local fans.
We'll see you there!
• • • •
Centering arouna the then
- se
"Let's finish the job," Fulton
County's 1957 fund drive to
aid polio victims and to provide
a more thorough coverage of
polio immunization
will kick
off Monday with its biggest local fund-raising assist: daily
radio auctions over WFUL.
Auctioneer-mg
will
be
in
charge of likeable, capable Col.
Charles W. Burrow, whose wit
and humor makes listening to
the broadcasts worthwhile
whether one buys anything or
not. Col. Burrow's radio auctioneering annually highlight.s
the drive.
The auctions have been given
morning time on the airwaves
this year. They will take place
at the Legion Cabin on Fourth
Street, and all facilities there
are contributed by the ACWA.
Other events to contribute
funds to the polio drive include
the Fulton-North Marshall
benefit game, the
Mother's
March and others to be announced later.
Robert Burrow of Fulton is
permanent
County
chairman
for Polio, assisted by Al T.
Owens, County Campaign director, J. 1.) Hales and Mrs.
Gilson Latta for the city of
Fulton; Harold Moore and Mrs.
Ruth Johnson for Hickman:
John B. Stayton and
Mrs
Scott DeMyer for Cayce; Law
rence Holland for the Fulloi
Schools and Bearl Darned tot
the County schools

Leomie Tyler, Negro, was
bound over to the Fulton
County Grand Jury in local
police court Monday morning
Johnny Oliver Regains
following
a
Saturday night
Hearing via Surgery
shooting in which Taylor is
charged with wounding anothJohnny
Oliver, 14-year-old
Services For Eugene
er Negro in the shoulder.
son of Mr. and lirs. Brooks
BoPeep Williams, the victim, Atkinson
Held
Oliver of Fulton, underwent
The University of Tennessee is a resident of Union City.
successful surgery on his ear
Friday,
Dec.
28
last week in Memphis and has closed out 1956 with the greathad his hearing completely re- est fall quarter enrollment in UT Singers Schedule
Funeral services for Mr. EuI62-year hisstored, according to Mr. Oliver the institution's
gene B. Atkinson, who died at
Concert
At
Martin
tory..
The new kind of operation,
the Parkland Memorial Hospistatistics
enrollment
Final
now !being widely practiced,
The traveling University of tal, Dallas, Texas early Moncorrected a deficiency in young for U-T's campuses at Knox- Tennessee singers, a 45-voice day, Dec. 24, from an extended
and
Oliver's middle ear that has ville, Memphis, Martin
Nashville showed a grand total company now on mid -winter illness, were held Friday, Dec.
existed since birth.
tour, will appear in concert at 28 at the Old Salem M. E._
Johnny had worn a hearing Of 11,731 students—an increase the U-T Martin branch campus Church. The Rev. Hillard
quarter
over
the
1,231
fall
of
aid for the last eight years.
of 1955, when the previous fall next Monday evening, January Goode and the Rev. K. L.
Moore officiated. Burial, under
of 10,500 7.
enrollment record
The group is finishing its the direction of W. W. Jones
was set.
A breakdown of the 11,731 two-week tour to Mexico City and Sons Funeral Home was in
enrolled in the fall quarter of with appearances in Memphis the church cemetery. There
1956 is as follows: On the Jan. 4-6, Dyersburg, Union City was a Military Grave Service
The following were patients Knoxville campus, 7,480 day and Martin on Jan. 7, and Paris by the Martin No. 55 Post.
at the local hospitals Thurs- and 1,850 night; Memphis Med- and Clarksville next day, on Pallbearers were Bud Jones,
Units, 1,513; Martin its return trip to the UT Cam- Malcon Pettit, Clarence Sudical
day morning.
berry, Herbert Harris, Aron
Branch, 804; Nashville, School pus at Knoxville.
Edward Arnri, son bf Mr. Simmons and Raymond AtkinJones Hospital: Mrs. Leon of Social Work, 84.
and Mrs. I... E. Arnn of Martin sonMoore,• Fulton; J. D. Yates,
and a senior at the University,
Fulton; Billy Robes,, Fulton;
Mr. Atkinson was the son of
is a member of the group.
Mrs. Fred Nabors, Fulton; L Services For Charles
the late Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
D. Brooks, Fulton; J. H. Lowe,
Atkinson. He was born in
Fulton; Patsy Workman. Ful- Goodgine Held
Weak ley County, Tenn., on NovServices
For
Mrs.
ton; Mrs. Liz.zie Peak, Fulton; Friday, January 4
ember 15, 1889. He was 67.
Michael Vincent, Fulton; Mrs.
Virginia
Brown To
Mr. Atkinson enlisted in the
Charles Goudgine, 78, of McCasey Pounds, Fulton.
U. S. Army at Anna, Illinois,
Connell died at 7 p. m. Tues- Be Held January 4
May 27, 1918 and served as
Fulton Hospital: Mrs. Ray- day, Jan. 1, at Western State
Funeral services for
Mrs. Pvt. in Co. D, 5th Mechanic
mond Fakes, Hickman; Mrs. R. hospital at Bolivar where he
V. Putman, Sr., Fulton: Mrs. had been a patient for several Virginia (Jenny Bell) Brown Gun Branch. He was dischargM. T. Hedrick, Clinton; Miei months. Mr. Goodgine had been who died at the home of her ed at Camp Grant, Ill. Sept.
Augusta Smith. Fulton; Mrs, in ill health for about- a year, daughter, Mrs. Jess Gooden, at 11, 1919 after returning from
Clyde P. Williams, Sr., Fulton; but fell about two weeks ago Martin on Wednesday, Tante. over Seas.
ary 2, at 4 p. m. will be held
He was married to Miss JesMiss Myrtle Burnette, Route 4, and broke his hip.
Services will be held Friday, at Good Springs Cumberland sie Lee Upchurch in 1936 and
Fulton; Mrs. J. W. Eakes,
Route 4, ninon; Mr. J. C. Con- Jan. 4, at the Hornbeak Fun- Presbyterian Church near farmed near Martin, Tenn. He
ender, Union City; Ima As- eral home in Fulton. Burial Dukedom on Friday, January went to Texas 15 years ago
and worked in Parkland Memborne, Fulton; Mrs. E. Griffin, will be in the Clinton cemetery 4 at 1 o'clock She was 91.
Elder Bun Ross will officiate orial in Dallas__for the past 13
Route 3, Martin; Mrs. Ed Mans- at Clinton, Ky. The body will
field, Fulton; Mr Luther Pick- remain at the funeral home and burial, under direction of years as a nurse.
Jackson Brothers Funeral
ens, Route 2, Water Valley: until time of burial.
He kept his membership at
Mr. Goodgine was born in Home, will be in the church the McConnell Baptist Church
Mr. B. B. Stephenson, Fulton;
Mrs. W B. McClain, Fulton; Franklin, Tenn., July 17, 1878, cemetery.
until 1952 then he transferred
Mrs. Brown had made her it to the Grace Temple Baptist
Mr. Jamie Wade, Route 1, Ful- but had been a resident of
years,
Chinn
some
county
50
home
near
Dukedom
most
of
ton; Miss Willie Henry, Fulton:
Church in Dallas, where a funMrs. Mike Fry, Fulton; Mr. Alf moving to the McConnel com- her life but moved two years eral service was conducted by
munity
young
as a
man. He ago to make her home with his pastor, Rev. Budl Crouch,
Horribeak, Fulton.
was a farmer and a member her daughter.
•
Wednesday, Dec. 19 at 10 a. m.
Haws Memorial: R. L. Elle- of the McConnel Church of
She was the daughter of the
He leaves his wife and one
good, Fulton; Mrs. Paul Bell, Christ.
late Doc Webb and Elizabeth
Fulton; W. P. Jeffress, Route
Mr. Goodgine is survived by McWherter
Webb
of
near sister, Mrs. R. C. Cundiff. both
of Dallas, Texas and one bro1, Crutchfield; Mrs. Emma Pet his wife, Mrs. Etta Hawk Good- Dukedom.
tie, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs. Jim gine; two sons, Henry of 214
Mrs. Brown is survived by ther. Cecil Atkinson of MonMotley and baby, Route 5, Ful- East Bransford avenue, Union four sons, Bill, Jim and Webb tenella, Calif., three nieces and
ton; Joy Yates, Fulton; Mrs. City, and Houston of Detroit; Brown of Dukedom and Doy one nephew.
Julia Moore, Fulton; Mrs, Bill four daughters, Mrs. A. J. Brown of Memphis, two daughCovington, Martin; Mrs. G. G. Tucker of Sharon and Mrs. ters, Mrs Jess Gooden of MarJAYCEES IN MARTIN
Henderson, Route 3, Fulton; Frank Ray, Mrs. Clint Corn- tin and Mrs. Orvin Morrison
Mrs. Warren D. Rogers, Pierce, well and Mrs. Robert Lewis also of Martin, one .brother.
A meeting to organize a
Tenn.; Mrs. A. C. Bell. Duke- all of Detroit; two brothers, King Webb of Dresdert, 14 Junior Chamber of Commerce
dom; Oscar Hawks, Route 2, Perk of Franklin and Bob of grandchildren 17 great-grand- in Martin will be held at the
Water Valley; Mrs. Laura Tid- Bruceton: 17 grandchildren and children
and
several great- Gateway restaurant on Januwell, Fulton.
ary 7th.
13 great-grandchildren.
great-grandchildren.

UT ENROLLMENT AT
ALL TIME PEAK

HOSPITAL NEWS

ID

Rail Construction In Northern Quebec
• Yrs.
.
_

"Let's finish the job!"
This is the theme announced
by March of Dimes he.tdquarters here for the campaign that
will be carried on through January.
The "job" is two-fold: to raise
funds for repair of the damage
that polio has done to thousands
of Americans in the past and to
prevent the disease from crippling more thousands in the future.
March of Dimes spokesmen explain that an estimated 80,000
persons have been left handicapped by polio, throughout the
length and breadth of the United
States; and they point out that
the job of conquering the disease
cannot be considered finished until these patients have been helped
to regain normal and productive
lives.
The second object of the campaign is to promote the widest
possible use of the Salk vaccine,
which w a s developed under
March of Dimes sponsorship, and

which has been proven safe and
effective _many millions of titres
over.
Commenting on the 16,000 cases
of polio reported in 1956, Basil
O'Connor, president of the March
of Dimes organization. said:
"We of the March of Dimes are
determined that 1957 shall not
see a repetition of the polio record of 1956. Even so, we know
there will be attacks of the
disease, and we must provide for
the care of all who need it."
"We must also remember."
Mr. O'Connor added, "those persons for whom the vaccine came
too late. When we give to the
March of Dimes, we are helping
those who need help and protecting those who don't."
By mid-October, 1956, fewer
than half of the 97,000,000
Americans who should be protected against polio by the Salk
vaccine had started the prescribed course of three inoculations. The vulnerable age group
is from six months to 35 years.

The Biggest Business In The Nation
We hear much about big business. We should hear more, and
think more, about big government
—which makes the biggest business seem pygmy.
Our federal government employes more than 5,000,000 people
—while the largest private em_ployer, the Bell System, employ
less than 746,000. The government has annual revenues of about
$80.8 billion — while the private
enterprise with the largest sales.
General Motors, has about $12.5

By Sir Arnold Lunn
T H E EUROPEAN countries
which Soviet Russia has annexed
belong tO Christendom. Hungary,
to take one example, is mainly
Catholic, but there is a strong
Hungarian Protestant minority.
Rumania and Bulgaria are mainly
Greek Orthodox.
the
What did Christians do
critical years of 1944-1946 to ensure that these Christian countries were not handed over to
anti-Christ? And, believe me, it
is not rhetoric to describe Stalin as
anti-Christ.
WHAT DID WE DO? Virtually nothing. What could we have
done? A great deal. Had one
Christian in a hundred felt as
passionately about religious freedom as ninety-nine Christians out
of a hundred feel today about the
importance'bf avoiding a world
war which might kill-them or their
children, the countries would
still be free.
What we should have done and
did not do is organize all over the
free world committees to arouse
the Christian conscience and to
maintain unresisting pressure on

L PAUL and JOHANNA M WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

.ember .f tbe 1Pulton County Farm Bureau
Nubiteriprion Rates $200 per year in Fulton,
-fickmaik Graves Counties, Ky., and @Won
Elsewhere
ml Weakley Counties, Tenn
throughout the United States 93.10 per year
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
tt the post -.Nice at Fulton. Kentucky, under
he United States postal act of March, 1879
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billion. The government has total
assets of $165.7 billion in the last
year for which such figures are
available — while the private enterprise with the biggest assets,
Metropolitan Life Insurance, had
a little less than $14 billion. These and other big private
businesses, remember, are huge
taxpayers — frequently, taxes account for a larger share of revenues than goes to the owners.
Government. by contrast. pays no
taxes and lives on our taxes.

the leaders of the free world: The
American President, the British
Prime Minister, the French Premier. I do not believe that Yalta
and Potsdam would have been
possible but for the comparative
inertness of Christians throughout the free world.
I AGREE with Mr. Charles
Wilson who in the course of a letter to the London Times wrote:
"An honorable few there are who
can c!aim to have raised their
voices consistently these past ten
years on behalf of the persecuted
people of Europe. The rest have
deprived themselves of any right
to use moral arguments. Poland,
Hungary and the Baltic States
were crushed ten years ago, not
yesterday. Their fate has been
forgotten or ignored by those —
nations and politicians — who are
most vocal in support of a less
worthy cause."
The immense value of the Hungarian revolution is that it has
reminded us of what too many
have tried to forget, the brutality
of the Russian Dictatorship. The
danger is that we shall forget
Hungary all too soon.
SURELY THE TIME is ripe
for Christians to organize and to
create committees to ensure that
legislatures in democratic countries do NOT forget Hungary and
the other tortured countries.
It would be premature in this
article to suggest the kind of contihuous pressure on Russia which,
I firmly believe, would in due
course produce liberation. Details
of policy must be left to the committees, if and when founded. One
thing is certain. It is our duty as
Christians to repair our omissions
in the past. To finish the things
which in 1944-1946 we left undone.

California
la
home
several da
ter. Mrs
Latta.
Mr. and
and childr
it
Glenda
Louis, Mo.
don, Mobil
Denton Pi

"Well, then—maybe we'd save a lot of time if yen lad
me what went RIGHT at the office today!"

Negotiations were completed
here yesterday with the Henry
manufacI. Seigel Company,
tures of work clothing which is
to locate in Fulton soon after
the first of the year. Following
several weeks of negotiations
of the
Mr. Seigel, President
concern, Mr. Wyatt, Business
Mrs. Newman.
and
Manager
Plant Foreman, were in Fulton
Tuesday night and met with a
local committee to discuss
al plans and signing of a conThe Fulton Committee
tract.
was composed of R. C. Peeples.
I. W Little, T. J. Kramer, R.
11.. Wade and Frank Carr. This
committee and J. E. Fall, President of the Chamber of Comand
merce went to Dickson
Nashville Thursday to close a
contract. The factory will employ about 600 persons.
Fulton is steadily growing as
a marketing center for grain.
livestock, butterfat and poultry, with the year 1936 ranking
well above 1935 in the value
marketed
products
farm
of
53,835.ApprioimatelY
here
025.61 was paid out for grain.
livestock, butterfat and poultry
during the past year

Since the opening of the
Latta
and
Kenneth-Murray
three
stock yards in Fulton
years ago, this community has
shown a steadily gain in shipment of livestock. Figures show
that approximately $2.285,025.61
worth of livestock have been
local stock
through
handled
dealers.

A double wedding of mud,
interest to their friends is that
of Miss Madge Hawks to Mr
Harold Howard and Miss Mary

Hawks to Mr L J
Morris.
The ceremony was performed
at six o'clock Sunday evening
by the Rev. A. C. Moore at
his home in Union City.
The anrual election of officers for Roberts Lodge No. 172
was held Monday night with
the following officers named:
John T. Smoot. Master, Russeli
T. Rudd. Senior Warden; Guy
T. Heithcott, Junior Warden;
N. G. Cooke, Treasurer; W. It.
Butt, Secretary, C. A. Stephens,
Trustee and Tyler.
Christmas was made merry
for many needy families when
the local Elks and Lions Clubs
200
nearly
gave baskets to
families the day before Christmas. Besides the
baskets of
food, toys were reconditioned
by the NYA under the supervision of Mrs. Nora Alexander
and Miss Oleana French. Boy
Scouts aided the program by
gathering up old toys about
town to be repaired

Rea..,,
Paso •.“•,,
ro create a grade for the railroad on sidehill in the Cron River Valley
of Northern Quebec, Canadian Naticnal Railways construction engineers
set off a blast of seven and one-half tons of dynamite in 2I-foot deep holes
Just below the both parallel in way.
While the clearing contract is
Nor-theta Quebec the woods echo
bark of the diesel-powered bull completed. grading has proved •
-pr and the clang of the railroad tougher problem For a portion of
..ck layer. The Canadian National the picsuresque va.ley of the Cran
--lways' newest branch line. a Rivet which the Iln• follows for 2u
'quite arc swinging from Beatty. miles, the grads takes to the side• .'!e through the Chibougamau min- hill. Considerable rock blasting is
camp to Lake St. John, is well involved. The actual crossing of
lerway. Steel has now reached a the Cran. 26 miles west of $t. realpi.,nt 50 miles from Chibouganiau cien, is a major work Involving •
Canadian National hasn't waited two-span bridge 50 feet above
.or the whole line to open before water
Although the mining camp at
-oing Into business It Is already
•rving • small planing mill near Ctilbougamau has attracted the
sottyvilie and also handling pulp- lion's share of attention in the area,
cod it is not intended to let corn. there is • potential of more than
q•ctal operations interfere with 13 million cords of wood adjacent
r movement of construction men to the new line At Its St relicien
at material, however The 153 end there is opportunity, too, for
- lea of railroad into hibouganiau farming in the tributary valleys
running north
—II be In operation nest spring
of north.
The two pioneer a
Work commenced on the eastern
!f of the line—St. Fencien to ern Quebec are Abitibi and Lake
abougaman. 135 miles—last fall St. John The new rail line is the
len a contract was let to clear connecting link that consolidates
right ofway frorn St Felicien them and rolls back Frisch
Lake ChIguubiche. roughly half Canadal northern frontier - POO
-

Planting a Million Tulip Bulbs
For Ottawa Festival

Miss Helen Maxfield, who is
attending the nurses school at
St Bernard Hospital in Chicago, spent the holiday in Fulon
West
parents
ton
wit*
Street

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Counce
announce the birth of a daughborn
Carroll,
Thelma
ter,
Christmas Day, December 25th
at the Fulton Hospital.

Miss Mable Brown and Richard Johnston, both of Fulton,
were united in marriage Thursday night. December 24th, at
nine o'clock at the Methodist
Parsonage on Walnut Street
with the pastor, Rev. E. M.
Mathis reading the single ring
ceremony.

I hm• I curer,, t •w•d.• ,1 aisoaal

vs

Some of the new colorful 120.000 Dutch tulip bulbs being planted under
the shadow of the Peace Tower cf the Canadian Parliament Buildings in
Ottawa to provide an outstanding display of more than one million tulips
at Annual Festival tame nest May
Ottawa has been literally bloom
Mg as • touriat center the last few 1
years and floral experts are work
Ina to make sure it continues to
do so
Canadian National Railways tourist °Metals say the annual Spring
Tulip Festival which colors the
borders of the Canadian capital's
already picturesque 22 mile Federal
District Commission Driveway, attracts thousands of visitors.
In fact. Ottawa sources say the
breath taking tulip display has
helped Ottawa blossom forth to the
second most popular tourist spot
for American visitors to Ontario
Only Niagara Falls, the honeymoon
mecca. leads Ottawa In the number
of annual visitors.
One hundred and fifty gardners
have this Fall planted more than
120,000 new tulip bulbs which next
spring will give Ottawa • display
of mfire than a million tlillra• In

addition 270.000 crocuses and 2,000
dattiaiiie have been planted
Some 200 varieties are
reposntd
in the more than one million
tulips In Ottawa's 29 main flower
beds throughout the city and
around the Parliament litiiidings.
which are adjacent to the world
famed Chateau Laurier
To ottawans tulips were just another fuse, until Queen Juliana of
Holland came to Ottawa during the
second World War after the Nether
W, • n the
lands was overrun
Queen returned to Holland hile gent
Ottawa
20.000
tulip bulb, and
Modred another motet eac h year
cif tier reign
Although tulip, are the major
attraction of the annual festival
usual-ty held In May, crocuses and
daffodils abound In Roclicliffe Park
there is one bed where one million
daffodils lib, rs1FNS

TESTING IS UNDERWAY TO DETERMINE
IF SOYBEAN PEST IS PRESENT IN AREA
A team of :talc- and federil
scientists are cLecking . to see,
if soKbeans hamested in Like
infested
County, Tenn., are
with cyst nematode.
The nematode is a tiny. eellike worm, that is the :toybean's most serious pest.
that the
Soil tests showed
oest infests many of the soybean fields in this northwest
Tennessee county. Whether the
beans also were infested remains to be seen.
Richard Pearson, Obion county agent, said that no cases of
cyst nematode have
soybean
been found in Obion county,
but that he and other agri-

In•rctinflei in thv county are watching closely developments and investigations presently being conductmi in Lnlio
county NE: in Peoliscot county,
Mo.
About. 20,000 bushels of seed
in thf
soybean are involved
check. State Entomologist H. 1.
Bruer of
Nashville said the
operation will probably Ile fin
ished this week.
The soybean cyst nematoch•
was also found in the soil of
Pemiseot county, Mo., across
the Mississippi river front here
Missouri scientists are working
with the Investigating team

VOW..

:bee

Deneese and Sue Ann spent
• NEW HOPE NEWS Christmas with their mother,•CHESTNUT GLADE
Mrs. Elmer Walston • Mrs. Thelma Anderson.
Sirs. Harvey Vaughn •
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Edwards
Mrs. Louise Bard of Napa, and son, Brent, of Madisonville, Most of the many visitors
California returned to her Ky spent several days with who spent the Christmas and
home last Wednesday after her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John New Year vacation have returned to their homes and most
several days visit with her sis- Howell, Sr.
ter, Mrs. Clots Latta and Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Whlir households are beginning to get
Latta.
and children, Charleari, David, adjusted after the very pleaMr. and Mrs. Paul Butler and Charles, Jr. spent Christ- sant holiday season.
and children, Miss Coleen and mas with his parents, Mr. and Schools in Weakley County
started Wednesday after the
Glenda Herndon all of St. Mrs. Elmer Walston.
Louis, Mo., Mr. Morris Hern- Mr. and Mrs. Clout Veatch, unusually long holiday vacadon, Mobile, Ala., Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Malcolm Shelton and chil- tion.
Denton Pittman and children, lren. Mrs. Ruthie Moore all Mr. and Mrs. Harry Whitner
of Crutchfied, Mr. and Mrs. and children visited Mr. and
Rubin Inman and sons of near Mrs. Forrest Rogers and other
Crowley, Ky. visited in the relatives during Christmas
home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl week.

fro

Phillips Christmas Day.
Hutchinson
Mrs. L.

Super
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Womb it dm* and again! You
can't mar the matchless
beauty of this de luxe later
wail paint.
Gorgeous 'oboes.
Ready to um. Easy
to epply. On* gallon
does the average
room at
Exchange Furniture Co.
Church St.

Phone 35

Mr. and Mts. tauayon nrunand dige and children visited Mr.
grand-son, Jean McNite, visit- and Mrs: Irvin Brundige and
ed Mr. and Mrs. Carl Philips relatives at Dresden during
Wednesday.
the holidays.
Mrs. Elmer Wallton left Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Hagler
Thursday morning for a few and family from St. Louis visitdays visit with her daughter, ted Mr. Will Hagler and Mrs.
Mrs. William Olson and Mr. Zelma Grubbs and Mr. Wade
Olson of Rockford, Ill. and her Hagler and relatives at Paris,
sister, Mrs. Rose Wilkenson, Tenn. during the New Year
Racine, Wis.
holidays.
Many family dinners were
enjoyed in the community durVEATCH REELECTED
ing the holidays.
this correspondRobert Lee Veatch, as_iistant The firsttheby barbecue
cashier of be First National ent was Forrest Rogers supper
home.
Bank at Clinton, has be(.11 re- at the
Clin- Mr. and Mrs. Durell Terrell.
elected.. President of
Commerce. Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige,
of
ton Chamber
Pogue,
Erl M. and Mrs. James
include
reelected,
Others,
Opal
Mrs
Vaughan,
Sensing, vice-president, Wilson Hoyt
Mrs. Pound, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil BarCannon, treasurer, and
ber, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray,
Lucy Kelly, secretars
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
and Mrs. Lillie Ray attended
this occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Barber, Mr.
Lake Street Eat
and Mrs. Paul Huffstetler, and
All Favorite Bras& Mr. and Mrs. Doug Ryan attended the annual Christmas
supper at the Hyndever School
building. It appeared that each
family in the community was
present on this occasion. The
hospitality, good will and good
food were beyond description.
Mrs. Paul Nanney honored
Fer The Bea IN
supper

1

LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE
Okauss From The
Coca-Cola Plant

PARKING!

PLENTY FREE

1•43

SPEEDY
SERVIC

APPLIANCE
REFRIGERATION

and

SMALL APPLIANCE
REPAIR
-CALL 559

SPECIALIZED
SERVICE
Commercial Ave.
(Next to News °Moe)
14 Hour Service

GIRLS WINTER COATS
Now $16.98

$27.98

GIRLS DRESSES sins 7 to 14---Regularly 86.98. $5.98
SKIRTS FOR SUB-TEENS

$3.98

Now $3.98

Regular $6.98 values
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Now $3.98

Sizes 7-14-Regularly $24.98 --

DRESSES Sizes lin ex
Now $3.98
..__.Now $2.98

Regularly $5.98
Regularly $4.98

BOYS CAMPUS SURCOATS
Now $12.98

Regularly 16.98

BOYS SHIRTS - ALL SWES

matode
soil of
EICTOKS

here
rorking •

The 4-H Soil and Water Conservation program means a lot
to Michael Shoulta. 15, and his
family's farm in Paducah. As
state winner he was honored by
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
donor of his trip to the National
4-H Club Congress held recently

In Chicago.
During six years of Club work

Michael's achievements included
contour cultivation and terracing
on a 122 acre farm. He won a
purple ribbon at the district and
state fairs on drainage, having
spent four years on water management. He gave demonstrations to neighboring farmers on
soil conservation methods.
Michael is president of the

St. John Community 4-H Club,
led by George Kaufman and Edward Englert These programs
are directed by the Extension
Service of the University of Kentucky with the V. 8. Dept. of

death of his sister, Mrs. Johnnie Emerson, of Sedalia, Ky.
Interment was in Cuba Cemetery.
_Mr. and Mrs. B. Broadrick
and son, Jimmie, spent the
holidays with her Parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt.
Lewis W. Browder of Toledo,
Ohio and Lyn P. Browder of
Orlando, Fla. spent the holidays with their father, Ethel
Browder.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt
and Robert Pewitt spent Sunday with Mr. and Mis. Will
Leonard and
sons in Dyersburg, Tenn.
Bro. and Mrs. M. B. Proctor
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts
were Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Caldwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Browder
visited in the homes of Mr. and

tives here over the holidays Listen to WFUL for latest news!
Mrs. Sam Moore is still on
the sick list.
Hearing Aid Batteries
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Webb,
Complete Line
Jr. of Nashville spent Sunday
For all makes of heart aids!
with Mr. and Mrs. Ulyus HarVisit our Hearing. Aid Departris.
inent at your first opportunity.
Mrs. Ella Corney
spent a
DRUG CO.
few days last week with Mrs.
Phone TO
tea Lake Street
Neva Barber and Arlin.
Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Wilton Holt were, Bro.
and Mrs. Robert Wall and Gale
and Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Elliott.
Mrs. Wilton Holt was hosAll types of insurance
tess to the W. M. U. Christmas party on Saturday night.
SAVE ! GET our
A most wonderful time was en-

crry

DEWEY JOHNSON

joyed by the following: Sara
Wall, Magadaline Jackson, Fan-

Mr. and Mrs. Van Brann and
Mrs. Minnie Brann from Memphis spent Christmas day with
Mr. and Mrs.. Harvey Vaughan.
The Harvey Vaughans enjoyed having a number of relatives and friends for Christmas
dinner. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Van Brann, Mr. and
Mrs.
Ralph
McKnight
and
Louellen, Mr. and Mrs. D. J.
Jones. Mr. and
Mrs. Jacjt
Groves
and
children,
Miss
Flora
Oliver,
Mrs.
Minnie
Brann. Mrs. Lucy Gibbs, Paul
Nanney, and Mrs. Opal Pound.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Terrell
were honored with a miscellaneous shower in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Copeland
with Mrs. Wilma Jones as cohostess last Saturday night.
Many lovely gifts were presented to this charming young
couple.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Terrell
left for their home in Detroit,
Monday.

L HEATER
Pet a wall to wall
empet el warmth is
year Isms... have
evenii=heat is
amend
lestaiLlis
into S.wall
mods

PACKAGE DEAL

nie Elliott, Mollie Bet Simp"Covering everything"
son, Pearl Clement, Madge McNatt, Maurine Thomas, Martha
309 East Walnut St.
Mrs. Eaton Browder and Mr. Thomas, Cappie Bowlin, Mrs.
Phone 408
and Mrs. Herman Easley Sun- Carter, Lucille Melton, Agnes Fulton, Ky.
day afternoon.
Wilkinson and the hostess,
Mrs. Rupert Browder and
son, Richard, are staying with
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Easely
while Fir ,,:hard is recuperating.
Julius Tucker was moved
home from Jones Hospital last
week and is improving.
Friends of Gussie Browder
will be interested to hear he
was able to attend church SunExtra-good used 9-piece
day after being unable to go
$99.50
for some time.
DINING ROOM SUITE
Sunday afternoon guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Weatherspoon were Mr. and Mrs. Park
Wheeler of near Hickman and
Good used 8-piece
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Foster of
$49.95
Lone Oak, Ky.
DINING ROOM SUITE __________
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mobley spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs.
Emmett
Weatherspoon
near Clinton, Kentucky.
Two extra good used 2-piece
Carolyn Collier returned to
$39.50
LIVING ROOM STJITES
Lambuth College Wednesday
after spending the holidays at
(Divans Make Beds)

NEW YEAR'S SPECIALS!

One Good Used LIVING ROOM SUITE $39.50

DAYTON V-BELTS

for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT EL,ECTRI4
PHONE 201

FULTON

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY

I

Church Street

Phone 35

Fulton

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF

The City National Bank
FULTON. KENTUCKY

At the Close of Business, December 31, 1956
RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
Stock in Federal Reserve Bank
Bonds and Securities
U. S. Government Bonds
Cash and Due From Banks
TOTAL

511,022.81
None
18,500.00
4,800.00
91,87166
2,428,000.00
1,478,018.03
4,532,213.50

•laltat Ns Flaw Ipon
...Not ham •

Now $1.98

Regularly $2.98

BOYS WOOL SLACKS
Now $5.98

Now $1.98

Regularly $2.98

ALL WOOL SUITS

LIABILITIES

•MOON but
111m. lunt
•Ikkas Wu Cad
ism babe kg
•Wake 'INF
kamonlar"
•Okada* Ism
Avid*
•Su Wig 1111,8Mar Omar
•Complon, Waren
lehty Caaneh

Capital Stock
Surplus
Undivided Profits
Unearned Discount
Reserved for Taxes, Other Contingencies_
Semi-Annual Dividend, No. 109
DEPOSITS
TOTAL

•EASY RIA TRMS

Now $22.98

Sizes 14 to 18-Regularly $32.98

$1

Weiss., Shout*.

Save Specs, lastall

devel-

4 seed
in the
I H. L.
Lid the
be fin-

Herold Smith

Now $12.98

PAJAMAS-AulgzEs

ns pre• Lake
county,

ii

SKIRTS
sizes 7 14-Regularly $5.98 and $6.98
WOOL SUITS

Regularly $8.98

• COUT1-

Club Congress. In eight years of
Club work he participated In
numerous activities, including
projects is beef, sheep and tractor. Starting with two Guernsey
heifers he now has 21 registered
animals He has won honors in
exhibiting, showmanship and
judging, and appeared on many
radio programs, one of which he
produced
lie served on the county council, was a junior leader, and was
fly' times president of his 4-H
Club led by his father Leon
Smith.

Agriculture cooperating.
birthday
Paul with a
the 22nd. This is an annual
and Mrs. Guy Barber and
occasion, looked forward to by Mr.
a number of patrons of the
this family. Those present ItselIC,
School were guests
Nanney, Mr. Palmersville
Mn. and Mrs. J. B. Nanney
at their Christmas dinner at
and
Mike
Mrs..
and
the school cafertia.
family. Mr. and Mrs. Milburn
Mr. end Mrs. Eddie Rada home.
and
Mr.
family,
Conner and
and fami- from Chicago spent the holiMrs. Elwood MillerEddie
Rada days with Mrs. Rada's brother,
ly. Mr. and Mrs.
Go To Church Sunday
Ralph Elwood Miller and family.
and son. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. J acK Groves
McKnight and Louellen and
Vaughan. and family spent the holidays We have complete stocks d
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Vaughan with Mr. and -Mrs. D L. Jones.
Harvey
Mrs.
Mr. and

After Inventory CLEARANCE SALE
Sizes 7- 14-Rogulikrly

Kentucky 4-Hers
•PALESTINE NEWS The Fulton News, Thursday, Jan. 3, 1957 Page 3
Tops in Dairy, Soil
Hrs. Leslie Nugent •
Margaret Holt.
Hard work and high honors go
• PLEASANT VIEW
band-in-hand for Harold Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Happy New Year to all!
17, of Bowling Orson. As state
Mrs. George Elliott • spent Christmas week Thomas
visiting
winner in the 4-H Dairy proMr. and Mrs. Milton Browdrelatives in Lexington, Kentucgram, he already has achieved a er of
Oakridge,
Tenn.
spent
the
remarkable record in dairy pro- holidays with his father, Gus- It seems that everyone in kJ%
duction skills and practices.
this community had a very enMrs. Jennie Brown is gerIn recognition of Harold's Prog- sie Browder, and Mr. and Mrs.
iously ill at the home of Mrs.
ress, Larro Burereed Division of James Browder and daughter. joyable Christmas.
General Mills provided for his
Mr. and Mrs. Vethroe Mc- Jess Goodin.
Sympathy
is extended .to
Chicago trip to the National 4-H Clarence
Caldwell of the Clain and girls visited rela-

SPECIAL TABLE

$1

3 Uwe No Pay
Pay Aa UM, As
. Nothing
Down

We Solicit Your Patronage On

Many Bargains On This Table

JACK and JILL SHIN)
204 Lake Street - Fulton
‘1141111111MIIMMIISINIIIIMIla

Our Record

Member: Federal Reserve System.

GRAHAM
FURNITURE(0
Walnut St

Phone 185

Member: Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation.

80,000.00
• 80,000.00
109,946.25
10,061.92
24,767.87
4,800.00
4,222,637.46
4,532,213.50
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STILBESTROL STIMULATES GAINS IN
BEEF CATTLE, UT EXPERIMENTS SHOW
(By: William Owens)
Results from recent experiments conducted at the University of Tennessee show a definite value of stilbestrol in
stimulating gains and improving feed efficiency in fattening
beef cattle.
Stilbestrol may be added to
the daily cattle rations or stilbestrol pellets may be implanted under the skin of the animals. Both practices have been
approved by the Federal Food
and Drug Achninistrataioso
at
the
stilbestrol
Feeding
rate of 10 mg. of the harmon
per head daily has definitely
been shown to produce faster
and more economical gains in

MiratieWhip
SALAD DRESSING

steers under feedlot conditions
From this practice no serious
effects have been observed and
despite the faster gains no consistent efforts on carcass grades
have been noted.
The implantation of stilbestrol pellets under the skin in
the ears in fattening steers has
resulted in faster gains. Some
side effects have been noted
however.
practice
this
in
Slightly elevated tailheads and
a slight lowering of the carcass
in
noted
beeh
grades have
conditions
some cases. These
become less noticeable as the
animals take on finish.
In general best results at the
U T experiment stations were
obtained when stilbestrol was
added to the cattle rations. The
use of the pellets in steers on
pasture have been satisfactor5,
only if the animals were on
good pasture. That is, the pasture must be of such quality
and quantity that the animals
to gain
be expected
would
without the harmon treatment.
Under such conditions, additional gains due to the use of
the harr.on may be expected.
coat
stilbestrol feeds
The
from $.35 to $.75 more per cwt.
than the same feeds without
varies
price
The
stilbestrol.
with the different feed comSome companies add
panies.
the harmon in such quantities
so that 1 pound of feed contains the recommended daily
allowance per head. Other companies add the harmon so that
2 pounds of feed contains the
daily allowance. The stilbestrol
pellets cost approximately
three cents each. Additional expense is involved, however for
the iroplantor. Some companies
produce a pellet containing 15
mg. of stilbestrol and others 12
mg. per pellet. Two of the 15

DAN
THE CHEVROLET MAN
NEEDS

USED CARS
Go by Taylor Chevrolet Company and see how
easy it is to trade your present car for a new

- CHEVROLET
And Dan says that they need old model cars
as well as late models.

THIS WEEK
—In Washington

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alentio

With
Clinton Davidsoo
The biggest question in Washington
this week Is: What
will the new Congress do?
As the Senators
and Representatives began to toss
new bills into the legislative hopper this week, it became evident
that although membership hasn't
changed much from last year, the
issues before Congress have.
The similarities between the 95th
and 84th Congresses are mostly on
the surfSCA. Democrats continue
to hold a majority in both houses,
entitling them to name chairmen
of the various committees. That
gives them a big advantage.
The same "Balance of power
that existed in 1956 and 1956 will
continue this year and next. That
is a Republican President with
power to name cabinet members
and other administrative officials.
but with a Congress controlled by
Democrats.
President Eisenhower demonstrated during the past two years
that he can work well with a Democratic-controlled Congress. His
overwhelming popular vote in November should make it even easier
to get along with the new Congress. And, unlike 1954, no general
election is scheduled for 195T.
There will, of course, be no moratorium on politics. Both parties,
naturally, will jockey for Political
advantages. They IOU keep in mind
that there will be another congressional election in 1956 and a Presidential election again in 1960.
Chances are there will be few
pitched battles between tho White
House and Congress. Most differences will be over details rather
than on broad policy On the big
Issue, that of strengthening the
Free World,

Hear
day
Amitememe
"Ring
thought4
year. W
and to t.
the seams" mare delightful
A white Christmas always makes
snow is simestaleg right
and for the owners of this home thewhitened landscape viewed
out of Santa's bag. The beauty of the
• perfect backirep
through the wide sweep of windows provides
windows such as these
of
Walls
season.
the
of
festivities
for the
a home mere tiajeyakse
casement styles in ponderosa pine make
beauty of estate beide.
at any time of the year by bringing the
dams and styles, ideal
WIdows of pine come in assay shapes,
for a wall on the scenic side tif a benne.

!SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING
by Marie Holland
gas ear awe than 'drat it, if you waist tot"

YOU

AND
YOUR HEAR

Horn.

'
Demonstrator Kentucky Utilities

It should be
Sewing under poor light is amounts of light
the lower edge
just as wasteful and full of hung so that
above
chances for making errors as. of the shade is 14 inches
sewing without a pattern. Even your machine's sewing surface,
more important, it is wasteful and 12 inches to the left of
of precious energy and vain- 'the needle If the machine is
able time. On the other hand placed close to the wall, the
good lighting can do much to lamp will be close enough for
give your sewing a profession- safe seeing. A good pin-up will
al look, and provide protection have an 5 inch diffusing bowl
for your eyes as well.
as a part of it, and should
ask have preferably a 150
watt
Homemakers frequently
light for bulb in it. Pin-up lambs, are
for information on
much is really especially useful if the sewing
sewing, how
machine is used in several loneeded, and where it should
cations in the house.
be placed In replying, lighting
point out
quickly
specialists
that it's not only the amount
Rid glare-free qouihty of the
light that's important, but that
different sewing jobs require
different lighting conditions. ,

NEW YEAR'S RESOLU"6. Keep my weight normal
the
overworks
rONS URGED FOR THOSE (overweight
BLOOD PRES- heart)."
WITH HIGH
The Association reported that
SURE
The thousands of
Kentuc- an estimated 5,000,000 AmeriThe President wants, and Conwho suffer from high sena suffer from what doctors
kians
gress will grant, something like $5
that
and
are being urged call
pressure
blood
hypertension,
to
help
in
billion
appropriations
by the Kentucky Heart Associa- most of them can be helped
our allies and friends abroad. The
tion to subscribe to six New by proper medical care.
big problem will be how to keet
peace in the world, and netthe
Year's resolutions:
High blood pressure, or hyCongress nor the President wil
1957, I
"Resolved, that in
perOnsioo, is a leading cause
in
dollars.
the
cost
quibble over
will:
National prosperity is at an allof
ond blood vessel distime high, and both Congress and
"1. See my doctor regulaily,
ease, However, • the cause of
the President will be anxious to
and cooperate with him in carhypertension is in most casea
For example, short sewing
keep incomes up, but to avoid any
rying out his instructions.
rapid rise in inflation. Two trouble
unknown Toe KHA. points out soo such as sewing on a single
"2. Try not to worry( 'so:I>. that iesearch scientists through.
spots that wW get special attention
button call for less light than
are small business and farmers.
nervcais tension and emotional out the country are
working you need for a lung evening
New legislation will be aimed at
push
blood
to
r,tress all help
constantly to find these still' of mending, darning or fancy
strengthening curbs on big busiAssociation unknown causes. Much of this
up. the
pressure
ness mergers that would add to the
wort..
problems of small business men. , pointed out.)
research is made possible by
It's nice to know that there
Credit curbs may be eased where
of
taksleep,
"3. Get plenty
the
to
contributions
public
are "patterns" for home lightnecessary to help small businesses
ing a short nap or two during Heart Fund campaign, which is
in serious trouble.
ing which are as easy to folthe day if possible( blood pres- conducted throughout the counThere will be scores of farm tells
low as the new simplified dress
to be considered, but most of them I sure is lowest during sleep and try each February
patterns. You will need your
will be intended to amend and
rises during waking hours).
Emphasizing the importance tape measure for these just as
strengthen existing legislation. The
becoming sf periodic examinations, the you do on your dress patterns.
before
Rest
"4.
knock-down battle between 90%
tored (avoid the tenseness and Association states:
pattern
of parity and 75% to 90% flexible
Here's the olighung
irritability that go with fatisupports Isn't likely to be repeated
"It takes two to treat your for machine sewing. If your
this year. Democrats, however,
gue).
hypertension—your doctor and light is to come from ceiling
will keep the issue of high supports
"5. Engage in mild exercise you."
fixture, be sure that you have
alive.
sports in
(avoid competitive
There will be bottrlegislative and
"Sometimes a good doctor- a 150-watt glareless bulb Then
which it is difficult to quit patient talk and a change of Place your machine so that the
administrative tinkering with the
soil bank. Neither Congress nor
when tired).
living habits is the only 'treat- light is 13 inches to the left
Secretary of Agriculture Benson
7
ment' required for mild hyper- of the machou needle and
is entirely satisfied with the soil
you
as
you
cards
to
in
inches
the
cois
This
where
ttost'ono
bank law adopted last spring.
• operstioo of other family mem- sew. If yqu do not use a ceilThere are InOications that neither
are most farmers happy with it.
ing fixture. You can hang s
ber§ is bften important.
Other iSS11C3 on which Congress
pin-up lamp on the wall back
those
who
need
more-For
and the President are close to
the machine and get good
of
can
chcoor
help,
physicians
aereement include no general tax
construction
cuts, additional school
from among drugs, diets, oper
of Kentucky Folklore
aid, expanded peaceful use of I
of deanrg
ations and ways
atomic energy, increased funds for
with emotionai problems.
agricultural research, and expan"In any case, tht decision os
sion of soil and water conservation
RABBIT ICE
programs.
to treatment is up to your doeOn the first cold morning of tor, at d yu should be owlet
tios winter one of my friends his care if you have hypertenmg. pellets or three cf tht 12 asked me whether I had seen sion."
mg. pellets are sufficient for any "rabbit ice" yet. That term
each steer.
at once reawakened many a --ailed "hen or chicken peones.
y mm.
Many feed stores and poul- memory, for that is what we It was also exceedingl
try dealers carry the pellets :ailed it more than a half cen- iron around yards and barnand needles for implanting the tury ago. Rabbit ice, for the ••ards. It is a small plant of the
who muFtard farrolv. known to scilate-corners
of
pellets. Some .dearets will even benefit
n fists as "shepherd's purse."
one have just tuned in, is and was
when
loan out needles
buys the pellets. The skis and the ice that spews out around I used to e.nioy eating its bitcold ing, pepper-like leaves: again
shape of the pellets produced certain weeds on very
by different companies vary. nights while there is still some I do not know whethei ehieThis makes it necessary to ob- sap in the stalks. It is. danity kens 'liked it or not.
One of the oddities of 'woo
tain a needle for each parti- and flower-like, looking almost
too delicate to be true. The uage is that no one can procular brand.
slight, so phesy which
will rewords
Studies are being made at water content is very
dainty as main. which will become stand
U T to determine the condi- ,that it is almost as
stilbestrol it looks, almost as dainty as ard. which will never rise a
tions .under which
Names of
usage
used. snow flakes. We children, on hove folk
profitably
most
be
can
Until more information is a- our way to school, esah our plants and animals are among
with these words that may o: may
vailable stilbestrol should not spindle shanks coyote
keel) us not remain in good usage And
be used in the feed of breed- home-knit stockings to
ing animals or implanted in warm, used togathesoohandfuls- yet nearly all of them or" picof this stuff and eat neon whatzo. turesque, whether accepted or
any breeding stock.
like
sounds
ever you might call -trander- not.
Snakeroot
ring a few drops of icy water orrie back-country name for a
to our always-hungry mouths. fake remedy for snake bites
am sure that we did not re- and it was just that. But it
gard it as ice but as some has become the standard name
Jack for a whole family of plants
that
confection
dainty
Frost had made just for us. and is as valid a name as dog
Whether any of the sap of the fennel. Goat-sucker, as a rram),
weeds might not have tasted for a bird sounds ridiculous,
superstition
bad I do not know; it would for it records a
brought
have spoiled our Eden to have that
ancestors
our
such from Europe, Where birds of
it, some
found within
of
accused
are
snake as suspicion of delicate that family
things that cold nights provide. milking goats. That name has
Rabbit ice reminds me of been accepted, however, and is
WITH
many another name for objects borne by the family to which
in nature associated with ani- our Nighthawk, Whip-poor-will.
mals. Some of these have be- and Chuck -will's-widow belong.'
come standard; rat's-bane, flea Scientists have even taken the
bane, catnip, dog fennel. But meaning and coined a learned
there were others that some- word to mean this: "Caprimulhow elude the dictionary mak- gidae," literally, "goat-milkers."
ers. We had "goose grass" all dogwood, dog fennel, dog bane.
over the place, a low-growing catnip. catclaw, cattail, horse
smartweed- mint, horse radish, horse chestthe
of
member
buckwheat family. It, like some nut - and so on and on, of
Mitade
of the grasses, liked to grow standard words. Why not rabalong the edges of hard tramp- bit ice and hen pepper and
ed ground, like a path. Whe- the rest of those folk names
used to know but
ther geese ate it in preference that we
classy
get
to
to other greenery I cannot re- which felled
SALAD DRESSING
I
member. We also had "pepper enough to have their places in
people a dictionary!
many
which
grass",
SIX

(
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TID BITS

SEE

DAN THE CHEVROLET MAN
—AT--

TAYLOR CHEVROLET CO.
Lake Street — Phone

38

quarters on
"Watch for the opening of our new
Fourth Street.

Mr. Businessman.

I.

need of —
NOW is inventory tin*; if you are in
*Office Supplies
*Ledger Sheets
*File Folders
*Storage Files
*Calendar pads

New hit cth millions!

for

dozens of fig cheese treats
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SPOON IT into not foods
“FAT IT for cheese sauce
SPREAD IT for snacks
A

PAtttusora Poorest mot

truss

PROMPT
Radio and TV Service.
.r
We service _both col,
and black-and-white TV.
Ask
our
pair
like

your neighbor about
service. We can reANY radio or TV
new fast.

WADE TV SERVICE
206

Main St.

I.

1ii

Telephone 126

NOTICE

*Journals

— I Will-be at the

— see us TODAY. We
have ALL types of forms
necessary for any business, on hand.

CITY

HALL

IN FULTON

START THE NEW YEAR
RIGHT: modernize your
office!

SEAKWALKER

Fireproof Files — Desks — Chairs — Safes
Liberal allowance for your old equipment on trade-in

HARVEY CALDWELL COMPANY
"Drive-In Office Outfitters"
Corner Walnut and Plains Sts.—Fulton, Ky,
TELEPHONE 674

Best dressed

MONDAY, JANUARY 7

For the purpose of issuing 1957
MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSES.
Office Will Be Open From
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

KATHRYN R. LANNOM
County Court Clerk

Hod
Lot
A Da
It Li

NATIONAL GUARD HAS
DINNER FOR MEMBERS
AND THEIR WIVES

Diary of Doin's

'A delightful Christmas party
was given
by Battery "C",
242nd Field Artillery Battalion
of
the
Kentucky
National
Guard, Hickman, Kentucky. for
its members and guests on
Wednesday night, Dec 19th at
7:30.
Following a aeumous ainner
at the Armory
served from
tables decorated with candles
and Chrisignas greenery, games
were played and gifts were exchanged.
Those present were. Lt. and
Mrs. William Redrnon, Cpl. and
Mrs. Glynn B. Rice, Sgt. Robert Walker, M/Sgt. and Mrs.
John Harris, Sgt. and Mrs.
Bobby Campbell, Sgt• and Mrs.
James Nabors, SEC. and Mrs.
Davis, SEC. David Speed, Pvt.
Bobby Joe Bowers, Pvt. Paul
Edward Werner, Pvt. Billy J.
Newton, Sic. R. 0. Bryan, Larry D. H. Henderson, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Yates, Fred Donald Clard, Charles W. Hardison, William Curtsinger, Thurman
G.
Goodwin,
Johnny
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. James
Tuznbow, John B. Allen, asbby Gene Moore, Harold Jackson, David
Bradley, Charles
Glaser, Bobby Forsythe, Hassell, Robert Gale Bowlin, Bobby Gene Markle, John Allen,
Glen Choate, Odis Elks, Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Neuto.

By Mary Nelle Wright
Hear Mary-Nalle's program, "My Fair Lady" every I
day on WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
"Ring out the OLD — ring in the NEW" — is in the
thoughts and on the lips of everyone at this time each
year. We resolve to improve our lives — our thoughts—
and to turn another page and greet the year 1967.
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But — somehow — this year
I am inclined to turn my
thoughts — my pages in the
BOOK — backward and reflect upon ALL of the GOOD
things that have come my way
during 1956. And there is a
feeling of humility when I remember ALL of these GOOD
things I have been blessed
with. And so — I find myself
thinking
- "Just let this new
year be as FULL — and as
happy as 1956 — and I'll not
ask for MORE."
Our thoughts today are with
some VERY dear friends, United States Representative Noble
J. Gregory and his lovely wife
of Washington and Mayfield,
Ky. who have announced the
engagement of their daughter,
Marion Hale, to Harrison FostMarion Hale, to 'Harrison Foster
Pettit of Lexington. We know
what a devoted "trio" the Gregorys have been through the
years and perhaps we are a little
saddened at the thought that
"Shug" Gregory (who,,is an only child) will be leaving her
mother and dad — to make a
home of her own But — there
is a HAPPY thought, too, that
the Gregory*
n't actually
LOSE a daughter — but they
will GAIN a SON. Our sincere
wishes to you, "Shug" for the
happiest of years to come,
And — another friend. Elizabeth Ethridge Given of Circleville, Ohio, — who has been
a DEAR friend, through thew
many years is also announcing the engagement of her
daughter. Linda. to Lieut John
Albert Stevenson of Circleville.
Linda who has a twin sister,
Lissa is the first of the twins
to leave the "family fold" but
'tie such a nice thought that
John Albert and his family
have been friends of the Givens
- - lo — these many years The

FU LTON

Givens and Stevenson ftirrns
are within one mile of each
other. So — come Christmas,
and all of the other vacations
Lissa and John will always be
"Homing" up Circleville way.
(Need we remind you that
Elizabeth is a former Fultonian.)
How sorry we are to have
missed seeing OW' good friends,
Margaret and IkeyRea d of Tuckahoe, New York. They were
here to see his mother, Mrs. L.
H. Read and sisters, Ann Holland
and Lois Hornbeak. Their visit
was such a fleeting one
they actually didn't give vats:
of us much time to be
them. Now, hear this — Margaret and Ikey — next time —
come earlier and STAY LONGER
Tommy and Mae Nall are
two of our VERY favorite
people. Those two fine boys are
just about two of the most
entertaining youngsters we've
ever known — in fact, they're
a welcome. addition to any
group — ANYWHERE.
And speaking of nice people
and nice things — how surprised and HAPPY we were Sunday when Elizabeth Cakiwell
drove up our driveway — and
with her were WADE andCLAUDIA ASKEW of Whittier,
California. It has been several
years since we have seen Wade
MRS. ROBERT DONALD HEINE, Jr., the former
— and our FIRST time to see
his lovely wife, Claudia, said
Glenda Sue Brown, whose marriage to Mr. Heine was
we decided immediately — that
solemnized at the First Methodist Church in Fulton
Wade selected a wife who
on December 22.
"las in" PERFECTLY with all
of our wonderful Wade family.
His mother, you will remem- still
call them OURS. Wade ingtou and
Louisville these
RUTH and
ber
is the former
Claudia are enroute to past weeks. Visiting with Ann
WADE She and hubby. Len Augusta,
Georgia where he will this week is Bill Arnsbai ger,
Askew, their daughter, Barbara be
stationed with the Army. who is one of the Assistant
Whittier
and Wade moved to
We're glad they'll be nearer University of Kentucky footseveral years ago — but we Fulton
for a while but our ball coaches, from Lexington.
thoughts are with Ruth and Ann and Bill were the inspirLen --- because Georgia is a ation for many "get-together"
B-I-G Double
"LONG Way" — from Califor- around ow- fair city. Hope you
nia.
have lots of fun. Ann and Bill!
Feature Program
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SONOS:
Hollywood Or Bust
Let's Be Friendly
A Day In The Country
It Looks Like Love
The Wild And
Woolly West
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In tr- rest ing visitors at the
Ted Clarks' last week and over
the weekend were
Dr.
and
Mrs. Art Larson (Art and
Mary Leone) of Chicago, who
were enroute
home from a
DELIGHTFUL vacation in
Florida. Art and Mary Leone
ire just two of the most delightful people -- EVER — and
do you know the FIRST thing
they did When they arrived at
the Clarks? And it was a very
TIMELY thing — because their
hospitality mat has been tread
upon --- yea -- MANY times
by the dozens of friends who
have passed through Fulton
end slopped Over to be with
Ted and Linnie. So — those
ORIGINAL
La rsons
CHRISTENED
the Clark
h o m e,
"D I r T-I N N- — we
like
it,
don't
you?
Flo
and
Charlie Rabb of Chicago were
enrnute to Florida, Nasslua and
other places of interest so, ___.
they, too, took advantage of
the Clark hospitality for the
weekend. Art and Mary Leone
entertained
the group with
movies taken during an ever
so wonderful South American
cruise they made last year.
Many Fulton friends "dropped
by" to see the movies — as
well as to enjoy the attractive
visitors. (Apologies from Your
Diarist -- Mary Leone. will
SURELY find a time to sce you
— come your next visit!)

Opal and Otis Stigall of Padcah enjoyed Sunday with their
friends, Majorie aid
Glenn
Walker at their suburban home
on the old Martin road. Mary
Ann Hill had two attractive
holidays.
guests during the
They were Peggy Williams and
Joe Wall from Elaine, Arkansas. Peggy and Joe are both
State
Memphis
at
students
which is Mary Ann's Alma
Mater, too. in fact, we have
so many students from Fulton
Memphis
who are attending
State . . . a few that I might
Varden,
are Galen
mention
Charles Binford, Betty Gregory, Fredrica Gibson. Jackie
Edwards and Diane Bennett and you may well know that
EVERY one of them were
home for the holidays.
The Gilson Latta home on
Third Street is the scene of
much activity this week with
their daughter, Ann — home
again. Ann has been dashing
back and forth to Paris, Lex-

Our dear friend, Mrs. Walter
Hill (Birdie to all of u_; who
know her) is singing a happy
song these days — and the rea
son — Dick Hill, her son, who
lives in Sydney Australia called her on Christmas day. And
of course, Birdie talked to
Dick's whole family. Pat. his
wife and two darling granddaughters, Ann (who, incidentally, was named for Ann Latta) and Susan. And we can
well imagine that the new boy
in the Hill family "gurgled" a
word or two to his grondinother, too. Dick is always the
thoughtful one -- to his family
because we remember the ever
so beautiful flowers he sent to
sister "Muh" (Mary
Latta)
when she moved into her new
home,
Mrs. Roy
McClelland has
enjoying
been
Christmas
a
visit from her "children", Patsy
Ruth and Ralph Winstead ant
their two little girls from Memphis. The Winsteads moved
from Fulton to Memphis not so
many months ago — but Fulton is HOME to them — always — we just know.
Kay Cherry of U. K. and
Don Wright, U. S. N. A. of
Annapolis,
Md.
entertained

LONE OAK CLUB HAS
MEETING DEC. 19
The Lone Oak club met at
the Center in December for
their
regular
meeting
and
program
Christmas
on
the
night of the 19th.
•
The president, Mrs. Bechell,
presided.
•
Songs by the group were:
"Silent Night," "White Christmas" and "Jingle Bells".
Devotional and prayer wert•
led by Bula Belle/.
A poem was given by Win rue Cunningham, and a Christ/ruts story was given by Hazel
Yates.
Gifts from a well decorated
tree were passed to the members and their families who
had .been invited to attend. Refreshments were coffee, cold
drinks, cookies, candies, fruits
and nuts of all varities.
GIVEN—STEVENSON

Ky. Windage-Costineeed Front Page 1
there was in the United States
Treasury, and for years newspapers and magazines had been
printing their success stories
and urging the youth of the
nation to follow their examples.
Twenty-five years later, let's
see what happened
to these
men.
The president of the largest
independent steel company—
Charles Schwab--lived on borrowed money the last five
years of his life, and died
broke.
The greatest wheat speculator
—Arthur Cutten—died abroad.
insolvent.
The president of the New
York Stock Exchange--Richard
Whitney—was recently released from Sing Sing. The member of the President's Cabinet—Albert Fall—
was pardoned from prison so he
could die at home.
The greatest "bear" in Wall
street- -Jessiie Livermore—committed suicide.
The president of the Bank of
International Settlement—Leon
Fraser—committed suicide.
The head of the world's
greatest monopoly—lvar Kreuger—committed suicide.
All ef these men had learned
how to make money, but not
one of them had learned how
to live.

Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Bishop Given of Route 2, Circleville, Ohio, announce the engagement of their daughter,
Linda Cleveland, to Mr. John
Albert Stevenson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Beryl Stevenson
of Route 2, Circleville, Ohio.
Miss Given is a member of
the Junior Class of Ohio University. Mr. Stevenson, a graduate of Ohio State University,
is a Lieutenant in the United
States Air Force, stationed at
PIERCE-HARRIS CLUB
Webb Air Force Base, Big
MEETS IN UNION CITY
Springs, Texas.
They will be married by the
The Pierce-Harris CommunIf you want to know how
ity Club met recently at the Reverend Mr. Mitchell on JanFarm Bureau Hall in Union uary twentieth at 3.00 p. m. in much longer you will live, some
City. The hostesses were; Mrs. the First Presbyterian Church life insurance agents use this
formula: subtract your present
Oscar Faulkner, Mrs. M. E. of Circleville, Ohio.
age from 80, multiply the reThorpe, Mrs. Jack Barker, Mrs.
sult by 7. then divide the
Robert Glasco, Mrs. Floyd Ded- 58th WEDDING
whole by 10. Of course, if past
mon, Mrs. Clara Dedmon and ANNIVERSARY
80 it won't Work.
Mrs. Andrew Pannel.
Mr.
and
Mrs. J. R. Nethery
The Bureau hall was beautiof Route 1, Water Valley, Kenfully decorated in the Christtucky
celebrated their 58th Father Of Local
mas theme.
wedding anniversary on Dec- Man Dies In
There were forty-five memember 15, 1956. Congratulations
bers and visitors present.
to Mr .and Mrs. Nethery and St. Louis, Jan. 1
After a delicious supper the
many more happy years toCharles H. Juengle, father of
group enjoyed games conductgether.
Bob Juengle, co-owner of the
ed by Mrs. L. D. Allen, Mrs.
Derby Cafe, died in St. Loilis
Hoyt Giffin and Mrs. Ruby GifTuesday morning, Jan. I.
fin. . Each member described Congratulations
Bob and his family had just
their sunshine friend while the
returned to Fulton after spendIt's A Boy
others guessed who it was.
ing Christmas in St. Louis with
The January meeting will be
his father, who was ill.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
f..
Dunwith Mr. and Mrs J. C. Roning of Memphis, Tenn., are
berts.
ICE HOCKEY
the proud parents of a son
Big League Ice Hockey will
born 1:15 a. m., -Dec. 19 at the
GREGORY-111'MT
make its debut at the KentucBaptist Hospital.
United States Representative
The
baby
weighed eight ky Fair and Exposition Center
Noble Jones Gregory and Mrs. pounds 15 ounces and has been Tuesday, January 8, 1957, at
Gregory of Mayfield announce named Jack Ellis Dunning II. 8:00 p. rn,, when the Detroit
the engagement of their daughRed Wings clash
with the
ter, Miss Marion Hale Gregory, It's A Boy
Cleveland Barons in a profesto Mr. Harrison Foster Pettit,
sional game that promises to
son of Mr. and Mrs William
We congratulate
Mr., and be a thriller.
Pettit of Lexington. Miss Gre- Mrs. Jim Motley, Fulton, Route
gory is a graduate of Holton 5, on the birth of an eight and
Arms School and the Univer- one-half pound baby boy, born
sity of Kentucky. She attended" on- Dec. 30 at 5 p. m. Haws
Sweet _Briar College and did Memorial HospitaL
graduate work at Columbia
Universitg. Mr. Pettit was gra- SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS
duated from Woodberry Forest ENJOYS SUPPER
School and the University of
The John
Revell Sunday
Virginia, where he attends the School
Class enjoyed a barbeLaw School. He served four cue
supper recently in the
years in the Air Force in Ger- home
of Mr. and Mrs. John
Turkey.
many and
Revell.
Those present were, Mr. and
with Open House Saturday eveMade by
Wright Mrs. Charley Johnson, Laura
ning at the Hendon
home on West State Line Road. and Randy, Mr. and Mrs. KenKRAFT
Mrs.
The guest list included — the neth Covey, Mr. and
from the
-College Crowd' and their visi- Oscar Faulkner, Mr. and Mrs.
Dee and only
T.
E.
Hackett, Miss Opal Wiltors. 'Twas a nice evening —
MIRACLE
what with everyone gay — and liams, Miss Lola Giffin, Mr.
WHIP
conversation FLOWING — and and Mrs. John Revell and chilgroups gatered 'round the organ dren, James and Bobo Faulkand special
—playing, singing — and just ner.
Ole relishes
having FUN. About 60 guests
from colleges here — there —
GENEROUS GIVER
and --everywhere — called between the hours of 7 and 9.
The Brown Thompson Sausage Company of Fancy Farm
Congrats — ,ahd Congratula- contributed 100 bags of sausage
tions to Mary Ann Hill who to the Fulton and South Fulwas recently selected as a can- ton Christmas baskets for the
didate from her sorority, Sigma needy.
Kappa, for "Miss Fabulous" for
the Sophomore Class down at
Memphis State. There's NO
doubt about it --these Fulton
boys and gals are some of the
best "Material" any college can
$2.49
News Spring Woolens
find.

ttt grand
as a sauce...a

salad dressing
and a spread!

Mirada
andwithptad

SEW AND SAVE FOR SPRING!

PARK-TERRACE
Restaurant Employees ..1pplication Blank

NAME
COOK

( )

WAITRESS

(

)

PORTER

( )

DISHWASHER

(

)

HOSTESS

( )

ORGANIST

( )

Applicants must fill out blank and mail or

Pastel shades; solids, tweeds, 60-inches wide
59c yd.
Dan River wrinkle-shed cottons
New patterns!
Crease-resistant drip dry, special ------59c yd.
only 88c yd.
Bates disciplined cloth
This is a $1.39 value!
$1.98 yd.
Burlington Mills wash silks
Beautiful patterns, 45-inches wide.
59c yd.•
Nylon nets, pastel shades
White washable jersey, special at $1.98 yd.
A wonderful selection of Chambray 49c yd.
checks, plaids, solids.
79c SPECIALS—Drapery materials, denims,
miracle-blend fabrics.
Remnants of the better woolens
98c yd.
Come early—limited stocks.

FULTON FABRIC SHOP

deliver to Sonny Puckett, Fulton, Ky.
-

Commercial Ave.—Next to News office I
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T. Hicks and family Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore
Jaye* Iiirler • and Mr. and Mrs, 0. F. Taylor
were
Thursday
Joyce
and
•ght guests of Mr. and Mrs.
We have had several days Paul Cathey.
of sunshine' which we appreciMr. and Mrs. Ernest Colate after nearly two weeks of tharp, Marilyn and Mr. Sam
foggy weather.
spent Sunday as the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hern- Mrs. Maude and
Miss Condon, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hern- stance Jones.
don of Mayfield, and Mr. and
Mrs. Evahne Yates visited in
Mrs. George Golden of Fulgthe home of her sitser, Mrs.
A.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
ham visited
Maude Crittenden of Fulton
Wednesday of last week.
J. E. Finley of Mayfield spent
_
Friday in the T. C. House
This 1957 Mercury Convertible Cruiser—the most powerful pace car in history—will
home.
lead the nation's 33 fastest racing cars across the starting line next Memorial Day to
Susan and Nan Lou Crittenofficially open the 41st running of the annual 500-mile race at the Indianapolis Motor SpeedSunden of Manleyville were
Sat.-Sun.—Jan. 5-6
way. Frapcis C. (Jack) Reith, general manager of the Mercury Division and a Ford Motor
day guests of Joyce Taylor.
Company vice president, is behind the wheel of the 290-hp pace car which he will drive to
Constance. Jones
is
Miss
Northwest Passage
start the race. Beside him is Anton Hulman, Jr., Speedway president, who will give the
Spencer Tracy - Robt. Young visiting in Hickman this week
starting signal to the onrushing drivers. Exact duplicates of the Official Pace Car will be
as guest of the Dr. Samuels
sold by Mercury dealers all over the country.
family.
The sick in our community
are about like they were last
WedneFday night and Mr. and
week.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS •PIERCE STATION Mrs.
Roy
Adams on Friday
Mrs. Albert Casey was the
Mrs. Carey Frields •
Mrs.
Charles
Lowe
•
night.
.guest of Mrs. Addie Casey and •Iiiseassisasi.aiwa.
Lila Mae Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and
Mr and Mrs. Artell Vincent
Happy New Year everybody - Polly of McConnell spent
Mr. and Mrs. Norman CritQuite a lot of visiting here Christmas day with Mr. and
tenden of Manleyville ate Sun- and daughter, Debbie, left a
day night supper with Mr. and few days ago for Akron, Ohio during the holidays.
Mrs. William Long.
after spending
the Christmas
Mrs. Paul Cathey.
Among the joys and family
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe, Jane
holidays with parents. Mr. and gatherings
there
was some and Joe, and Miss Joan Tune
Mrs. Vincent, and other rela- sadness. Mr. and Mrs. D. L. visited
HENTUCILIANA
in Memphis one day
tives.
Mayhall lost their home and during the holidays.
I recall having to go to the
Rev.
Dempsey
Henderson everything they had by 3 fir':
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Holman
smokehouse on cold mornings filled his regular appointment Saturday morning at 2:30. Mr.
draw
some,
sorghum
molas- at New Salem Baptist Church Mayhall was burned on the of Elwood, Ind heve been visitto
ing Chambers and Mary Holses from a barrel. The cold the past Sunday at 11 o'clock face and left arm.
man.
molasses flowed so slowly that and also the evening service.
Miss Helen Rogers of WashMr. and Mrs. Austin Conner
I would leave the jug under Announcement was made -that
ington spent the holidays here
Can be found in our the tap several hours before it
a Watch Service will be held with her mother, Mrs. Mattie of St. Louis visited his parents,
baby department. Baby filled.
Conner
Monday night at the church Rogers. Another daughter, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Ishum
Gifts and everyday
during the holidays.
—Beulah Love, Ashland. with visiting ministers on the
Jack Raymond and Mr. Raynecessities.
Mrs. Almus Polsgrove enter•
program. The public is invited mond and Don of Nashville
••••••••••
tamed her Sunday school class
to worship as the old year were here also.
Gifts Wrapped Free
How Christian
with a hamburger supper Satpasses into the new year.
Mrs.
Wallace
Cunningham
WES TEN/4 DEPT.
All reported a
Science Heals
Mrs. T. A. McClain is re- and children of Paducah spent urday night
"Freedom From Bondage covering nicely frorn surgery last week with her parents, good time.
STORE, Inc.
Mrs. James
McDaniel and
at Haws Hospital
some- ten Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
To The Past"
ago, She will be home in
Fulton
Mr, and Mrs. Jack Lowe en- daughter. Joyce, spent several
WPM (12'10 He.) Sunday 9:15 adays
few more days to the delight tertained Mr and Kra. Bill days in Detroit last week.
••••••••••••••
of many friends.
Mr. and Mrs Gerald Crocker
Freeman of Fulton and not,
Dallas, Texas spent
Miss Lannie McClain spent Mich. with a sumptious supper of near
last week wIth their prt nts.
Christmas holidays with relatives in and around Dukedom.
Tech, Sgt. and Mrs. Russell Mr. and Mrs Robert Rogers
Mr. Earl McClain was called Puckett spent a few days her, and Mr and Mr. I,' rock e. of
to Detroit to the bedside, death, with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Fulton.
and funeral--of his oldest daugh- Roy Puckett, last week. They
The many friends uf Urban
ter. Margurite, 45, who passed have returned to his base in Demyer of Obion. Tenn. will
away at her home there dur- Salina, Kan. Their visits home be sorry to hear he is very 11
ing the holidays. Funeral and are always welcomed by their in the I. C. Hospital in Chiburial took place there. Sym- many friends.
cago. He is a brother of Bob
pathy is extended all bereaved
Mr.. and Mrs. Doyle Bowlin and Roberta Demyer.
ones.
Mrs. Christine Pierce had as
Christmas with
their
spent
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Rick- daughter. Mrs. Guayon Wood- her Sunday dinner guest-, her
man of Akron, Ohio spent ruff. and
family in Detroit, brother, A. W. Green, and
family of the Martin Highway.
Christmas here with parents. Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Carbitt Rickman
Mr. and Mrs. Tad Ainlev
In 1947, the frozen prepared
and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Don - visited some during the holioho and relatives in Murray, days with relatives near Seda- food industry froze five million
pounds of prepared food: this
lia. Kertuckv.
Kentucky.
Miss Janice Donoho has been year more than 700 million
Mr. LaVerne Windsor is suffering from a deep seige of on a three weeks visit and tour pounds will be frozen
cold and was indisposed for in Texas with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Grifa few days.
David and Leslie visited in fith, and is having a v.-on&
Union City the past Sunday ful time. They will: -return anight, house guests of their bout January 6.
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Lascousins, Mr. and Mrs. Bill DoySunle. They enjoyed a quail hunt siter. Martin. Tenn. were
Mr and
at the Lassiter home Monday. day night guests of
St. Line
Over at the J. W. Bynum Mrs. Sam Mathis,
home the past Friday some Road.
butchering of
porkers took
place. They are now enjoying
fresh sausage, spare ribs, beck
DUTCH MILL. MOTEL
I: 0 I
bones and etc.
:I 1011 It
k
t,11, '41
Mr. J. T. Puckett spent
D
,
1 MN
Christmas holidays here with
1./ if
Ill F
1:lI \
his wife and daughter, Paula.
.1. r
tivre I hr I
He has been
employed
in
I iii.
r%
Clarksville as a welder for a
Brand • - • • Own('r
r,i
few months now.

0..
RT. 2
umm
110 Dijla=1.
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for Mid-America shines as
brightly as the Illinois Central rails that carried more freight for more people last year
than ever before.
Doing its share toward keeping this future
shining, the Illinois Central has held down the
coat of its services. It has speeded ur freight
trains, added new equipment,extended piggyback routes and given passengers finer service.
To make these improvements,despite rising
wage and material costa, the Ill;
Central
has spent $265 million since the .-Igt war. It
has bought diesel locomotives by the hundreds
and added more than 22)000 new cars. It has
laid heavier rail and,in some places, put down
continuous welded rail. It has built electronic
yards and installed new signal and communications systems.
Better planning, better machines and bettertrained personnel all contribute to the bright
look ahead. It will become even brighter when
more reliance on competitiOn and less on regulation permits our rates to reflect the full
economy of modern rail transport.
Meanwhile, the Illinois Central continue,'
determined to look ahead always for new ways
to provide the low-cost, modern transport its
friends and neighbors deserve.
WAYNE

A. Jon-N/371m
Press(/' •'

ILLINOIS CENTRAL

,
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Free Dividends
ON THE MONEY YOU SPEND

with TINY BONDS
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Tiny Bonds is a saving plan for your family
purchases. With each 25c purchase you will
be given one "Tiny Bond." with • SOc purchase two "Tiny Bonds," etc. Paste them
in

the

THUF

book given you. When the book is

filled bring to our store and you will be

wirlt

given $1.00 in merchandise of your own
selection, a cooperative — profit-sharing
plan which adds purchasing power to the

SATUR

dollars you spend.

TINY BONDS MAKE YOUR DOLLARS
FOR LESS
GO FARTHER
•

•

•

•

CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 Lake Street.

Phone 70 and 428

KENTUCKY PARKS'
LOW,COST VACATIONS'

shining 1
the
-America
Mid
of
-.119157

The road obsod

Buy fresh oranges that are
firm and heavy for their size,
thin skinned for their variety,
soft or moldy
The University of Kentucky's and free from
spots.
Colleges of Engineering
and
Adult Extension Education are
co-sponsoring a 12-week course
Accurate
in engineering drafting as apWORKMANSHIP
plied to highway engineering.
Instructions will begin at 7 p.
At Low Cost
m. Tueaday. Jan. 15, in the UK
and Times
Cloaks
watches,
Engineering Annex Building
and will
continue for two- Plows of All Kinds Leesrately Repaired at Low Cast
hour periods each week.
Applicants
must
be jig
school graduates, or have an
ANDREWS
equivalent mathematical backCompany
Jewelry
ground as shown by an entrance test. Tuition for the
non-credit course is $30. Engineering Dear D. V. Terrell noted that plans for the evening
class were developed after
talk; with consulting engineers
who are in need of qualified
draftsmen.
Interested persons
may obtain additional informa tion by writing the College of
Adult and Extension Education
Per11::1
Ilasty demo
office, University of Kentuchy
Lexington.
llientl"."4.
‘jeW
and41°
P.ai
wny 117rosa
An ounce and a ha'f of ch•-d
ELECTRIC
BNNETT
I7
E
1
dar cheeps has as much calrano.
MaIn
cium as a cup of milk.

UK Engineering
Course Planned

ORPHEUM

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Two B-I-G Action
Packed Hits

NOW FOR/I
Jittery? Nerves on edge? Or just

— and —

plain tired out? Relax! Get rested'
MOW & TATES

PASSIM'

Dakota
Incident

dwriat
USiA DAINIflt • DALE ROBERTSON
101IN LUND • WARD BOND

.
.
.
.
.

Len
b nce

peb=c PrcZuction

/fidestructibie
11#1411
Lull,

You'll feel better — and you'll do
belief — after a vacation at one of
Kentucky's famed State Parks!

r

HANtS

Mit.,ANI (SUP

•••-••

•••

MAIO MUM PIMA.

And, right now it'll COST YOU
Plus—Color Cartoon
Once Upon A Rhyme

FAR LESS than you'd think. Preseason accommodations (up to
March

Sunday—Monday—Tuesday—Wednesday

31, 1957) are two

for one!

. At Kentucky's parks you'll enjoy

the

POWER
and
the

PRIZE

Onion I

1111-4-Ws Nord

the beautiful scenery, excellent

Illtamog

ROBERT

TAYLOR
ES
IURI
Irs cOrtifN
HARD

AAFOR

EilSab;th
A MUELLER

CINEMASCOPE

Added — Football Headlim,—. of 1258.

food, fishing, golf, and indoor
recreation with congenial fellow
Pre-reason 2-for-I rates
apply at the following
perks only:
MAIRALAND FALLS STITT PAR
(a.A/a. NOT*

guests.

For details and nosorwations, writ* any of the
four parks listod, or

lATEST 111111 FIRM STAR FAIT
Itesi.dy

THE DIVISION OF PARKS
DEPARTMENT -Of CONSERVATION

Highlights of the Football Seam!
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E. W. James Does $275,000 Fur Business In Hickman
Union

ost

Time
keenCoal

(From The
City Messenger)

lucky, Tennessee and Missouri.
Mr. James, who during the
trapping
season
hires
three
men to help him grade, ship
and finish cleaning the
furs,
has been selling his furs in
New York for the past several
years. However, this year his
New York standby bought only
ranch mink and Mr. James was
left without an outlet. He now
has contacts in
Europe and
his entire stock will be sold
there this year.
Mr. James started in the fur
and grocery business ..in 1919
When he went to work for' Joe
Rogers, who he says taught
him both businesses. In 1934,
Mr. James bought the Rogers
grocery and fur business and
in that year he bought about
$12,000 worth of furs. Since
that time he has established
another grocery in Union City
and the fur business has doubled and redoubled until now it
is the largest in Kentucky. In
all seven sales, Mr. James expects to ship about 22,000
muskrats, 5,200 'mink dtid about
5.000 ',mons by February. The
first shipment this year was
made Nov. 30.
Aside from the mink, 'coon
and rats, Mr. James sometimes
deals in other furs. Last year,
he got 800 to 900 beaver from
Mississippi which were valued
at $6.50 to $7 each and 35 to
40 otter skins which sell for
$16 to $17 each. He said these
also came from dealers in Mississippi and came in after
Christmas. "And then we always get a few skunks, but
pole rata ain't worth anything."

From the senu-finished second floor of the E. W. James
grocery building at Hickman,
Ky., 53-yeanold E.1 W. James
carries on a $200,01/0 to $300,000 fur business each year.
And when visited last week.
he stood waist deep in mink
pelts which he was grading,
while co-vAirkers were at the
task of counting a mountain of
4,989 muskrat, 1,000 raccoon
and 1,900 mink furs.
All these furs made up just
one of seven shipments he
makes during the trapping season. This year, Mr. James expects to sell furs valued at about $275,000. In 1955 he sold
only $125,000, as the trappers
failed to make big catches.
Mr. James said he has had
several trappers this year to
bring in as many as 50 to 60
mink from around the Reelfoot
lake area and from around
Moscow, Ky. He said the furs
are "awfully good." "We have
an excellent mink and an extra good rat," he remarked.
This season he has been paying $18 for large mink and about $9 for the small ones with
good
coons
bringing
about
$1.25 and the rats $1.15.
Mr James, who is one of the
biggest fur dealers in Kentucky, buys his furs in a radius
of 100 miles from about 300
trappers and 12 dealers. Most
of this fur comes from Ken-

Mrs. Nettle 1,00 Copelen •

THURS. aad FRIDAY

KIRK DOUGLAS

4

SATURDAY . SUNDAY

Lh HUNTER Natalie WV"

Week Girl
He Left
Behinds'
MONDAY - TUESDAY
Dana Andrews
Joan Fontaine
"BEYOND A
REASONABLE DOUBT"

Slat,

1956
TENSION 18 NORMAL

—ASSETS—
Mortgage Loans
$787,226.00
Stock and F.H.A. Loans
8,696.12
Stock in Fed. H.L. Bank
10,200.00
Bonds
1.00
Insurance Adv.
• Borrowers
74.87
Furniture and Fixtures
1,111.35
Cash in Banks
54,569.84

—LIABILITIES--

$455,015.25
I staIlment Stock
299,900.00
Full-Paid Stock
7,350.37
Full-Paid Stock-Dividends
55,318.88
Undivided Profits
Federal Insurance Reserve 38,000.00
5,100.00
State Legal Reserve
1,000.00
Federal Tax Reserve
Tax & Insurance
193.68
— Collections

$861,878.18
1
Authorized Capital Stock of Association

$861,878.18

$2,000,000.00

The above statement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
J. E. FALL, JR., Secretary-Treasurer.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a Notary Public by J. E. Fall Jr.,
Dec. 31, 1956.
H. H. MURPHY, Notary Public.
My commission expires April 30, 1957
We, the Auditing Committee of the Fulton Building and Loan Association, state that we have examined their records and we certify that
the above statement is correct.
ARCH HUDDLESTON,
R. H. WHITE, Auditing Committee.
he

Juin Hammed

DI.,

FULTON BUILDING AND LOAN
ASSOCIATION

December

For Plum Pudding A Plenty..

A Kentucky girl and boy were
named for one of the high4st
honors in the 4-11 Club work, the
1956 State Achievement award.

--in Washington

This
correspondent
wishes
With
everyone a Happy and Prosperoua New Year.
Clinton Davidson
Mr.
Charles
Whlir
iron
Rockford, Ill., Mrs. Fredia WalThe new Conston and Mrs. Julia Byrd spent
gress assembled in
Washington this
Monday afternoon
with Mrs.
week with world
Ella Veatch and family.
problems
overMrs. John Sanders and Patshadowing everyricia Maxwell are spending the thing else. We are nearer the
holidays with .Mr. and Mrs. brink of World War HI than at
spy time in the past 13 years.
R. D. Maxwell of Detroit.
The Russian -peace offensive"
Mrs. 011ie Yates spent Tuesof
1956 and 1058 has become a
day with her parents, Mr. and
policy
of murder and aggression as
Mrs. Pressie Moore and fami- ruthless
and threatening as any
ly.
the world has ever seen. The cold
Mr. Luther
Veatch
spent war has ended and one wrong step
Sunday with Johnnie and Mar- can plunge the world into a horrible catastrophe.
shall Moore.
If this sounds unduly alarming
Mr. and Mrs. U. A. Strater
to you, I hasten to add that it is
and family arid Mr. and Mrs. not alone my opti ion but that of
Frank Rice spent Sunday with military me.i t..plomats, adminMr. and Mrs. Carl Bell.
istration officials and congressMr. and Mrs. James Green men with whom we have talked.
and Pam, from Worth,
Mr. Almost everyone used the word
pnd
Mrs. Billy Green and. *critical" to describe the situation.
Most of those with whom we
Wm. from
James
Lansing, have talked asked not to be quoted
Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Arville by name, for obvious reasons. Sen.
Green, Mr. Arnel Angel and Styles Bridges of New Hampshire
mother and Junior Martin had was an exception. He is the rankChristmas dinner Sunday with ing minority member of the Senate
Mr. and Mrs. Elrnoore Copelen Armed Services Committee and a
veteran of many years in Congress.
and family
Bridges pulls no punches In his
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Yates condemnation of the Communists.
and Mr. and Mrs, Forrest Gil- "Huainan policy," he said. "has not
bert spent Christmas Day with changed one iota, and the policy
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore still continues to be one which
would seem to have been conc-tved
and fa-Uly.
by brute beasts rather than civilMrs.
Porter
Brown
from ized human beings."
Colorado spent a few days with
The New Hampshire Senator believes that we and the United NaMr. and hrs. Arnie Brown.
Ban must WMM SOME Of the
Rev. and Mrs. Elden Byrd
happened in
and daughter spent the holi- blame for whatofhas
Hungary. Our
the mutilation
days with Mr. and Mrs. Verlie fervent desire for peace has led
Byrd.
Rtissia to believe we are willing to
pay any price to avoid grins te
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brown and
war.
family spent Christmas Eve
and Christmas Day with parThe Senator staphadned that
ents here.
•we need a foreign policy first that
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Newberry the American people can underand Virgil Neugent visited a stand; second. that our friends can
while Thursday afternoon with understand; but, third, and more
important than anything else, a
Mrs. Ella Veatch and family. foreign policy which our enemies
Jarrett can understand."
Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Jan. 1: Mr. Dick
Hughes,
Oudia Jewell, Gertrude
Mur- and Mrs. Lewis TIbbs and son,
"We cannot allow a situation to
phy, Mrs. Wilman Boyd, James spent Tuesday night and Wed- exist where there is any doubt as
Butts; Jan. 2: William Jasper nesday visiting relatives here. to our position. The surest way to
Mr and Mrs Galon Hardi- bring about a third world war inVowell, Eugene Howard, Paul
volving the major powers is to
Westpheling, Martha Strayhorn; son and Mrs. Nabors spent a follow a line of indecision."
Jan. 4 Joe Holland, Mrs. Sue few days last week with relaBridges was critical of the U.N.
handling of the Sues and HunByars, Mrs. H. 0. Wright, tives in St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Moore are garian situations. "How does it
Michael Ray Campbell: Jan. 5:
happen," he asked. that the U.N.
Mrs. Charlie Payne, Mrs. Ed- enjoying a new T. V. set,
be so firm about demanding
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Copelen can
mon Rucker, Hunter Whitsell;
that the British and French withJan. 6. Mr. Boss Neely. Ken visited Mr. and Mrs.., Elmoore draw from Egypt and, at the same
time, so weak and vacillating about
R. Winston, Elizabeth K. Davis, Copelen Sunday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Merchel Byrd the brutal crushing of freedom In
Betty
Sue
Gregory,
David
Wayne. Darnron; Jan. 7: Miss spent Sunday with Mr. and Hung try?
"How long are we going to allow
near
Douglas
Mrs. ClarenceMary Royster, L H. Howard.
a tyranny by the minority in the
Water Valley.
U.N.? How long are we going to
allow the Soviets, supported by the
REN'll'CRIANA
so-called neutralists, to use the
DEADLY SPIDER
United Nations for the purpose of
The venom of a Black Widow dividing the Free World and, at
I recall hearing my grandfather tell of his grandfather spider. says Reader's Digest. is the same time, not allow the U.N.
working at the Red River Iron 15 times as potent as that of to take any action which is in
Works at Clay City where they a rattlesnake but the spider's conflict with the totalitarian selfmade cannon balls used in the supply is so small that it is interest?"
The time has come, Bridges said,
rarely lethal. Nearly all other for a "very
War of 1811.
precise re-examination
harmless.
spiders
are
A. S. K.. Winchester
of our foreign policy." We cannot,
he said, "allow a situation to exist
where there is any doubt as to our
position. The surest way to bring
87th Semi-Annual Report of the
about a third world war is to follow a line of indecision.
"It seems imperative to me that
our position be known to all. For
example, there should be no question about how we stand or what
we will do if South Korea, if Formosa, tise Philippines and Japan
are threatened or attacked—or
INCORPORATED
whether we will permit aggression
In the Middle Bast."
--OF—
The time has come, Bridges said,
FULTON, KENTUCKY
when we must not only say what
we mean, but we must mean what
as of
we say.

I
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THIS WEEK

•ROCK SPRINGS

4-H Achievement

On the strength of the above statement, together with our record of
Forty-Three Years of service to Fulton and its vicinity,' we cordially invite you to become a stockholder and a member of our Association if
you are not already a stockholder. If you are 11 stockholder, we take
this opportunity to thank you for your past cooperation and to assure
you of our sincere desire to be of service to you in the future.
FULTON BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATION. Inc.

"Happiness has to be earned," writes Arthur Gordon in
a January Reader's Digest article. "It doesn't come in pills."
The writer reports a certain
amount of tension is an unavoidable part of living. "Parents who insulate their chilcfren from any sort of discomfort," he says, "are cheating
them of the chance to acquire
toughness
the flexibility and
they are going to need."

a

•

"Hot Flashes Stopped
or strikingly relieved
In 63-110%• of cotes in doctors' tests
•If you're miserable
from the "hot
flashes," and accompanying irritable,
restless feelings of
"change of life" —
you may be suffering
unnecessarily!
'For ...in tests bit
doe?ors . . . Lydia
Pinkham's Compound and Tablets
brought relief from
such functionallycaused suffering to
63% and 80% (respectively) of the
women tested! Complete or striking
reliefI
! Yes( Research has proved these
medicines thoroughly modern in
action . . • has shown you where to
look for relief from those distressing,
nervous. "out of sorts" feelings of
mid-life "change"!
So . .. get Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound—or new, improved
Tablets with added iron! ( wonderful, too, for the function& pains of
menstrual periods.)
Is nob Illonsucle Insoolio's,
osoroome erotism
st ilhase
=mei

Take 476 pounds of raisins, 476
pounds of ealtanes and 670 pounds
of currants. Soak all night in 14
gallons of rum, 162 quarts of stout
and 76 ounces of vanilla
Then make up the dry ingredients
which include 380 pounds of flour.
30 pounds bread crumbs, 38 pounds
sugar, 12 pounds each of almonds
and walnuts, 30 pounds beef kidney
suet. 76 ounces of cinnamon, eve
pounds of all-spice and two and a
half pounds each of salt, baking
soda and nutmeg.-Add six and a
quarter pounds of ginger and mix
all together thoroughly
This is just the beginning for
making some three tons of plum
pudding-24,000 individual servings
—as prepared by Joseph Nellie
supervising chef of the Canadian
National Railways' sleeping and
dining car department
Working in a specially built commissary car. Mr. Nellie and three
assistants carried out the task
quickly and efilciently by reducing
the fantastic amounts of food re
quired to ten percent. They planned
a 10-day work schedule and prepared 400 cans of pudding a day.
Followin's the overnight soaking

income
.20 die
70e4.0
With JIM PRYOR
Aorkollowel Agee, Illinois Cootrol Seiko/
Rainfall

Welcome By All

The fine rains that we have
enjoyed recently are most welcomed by all farmers in this
-irea. In fact all parts of the
country are dry like we are and
are far beyond inaverage rainfall
Many have said that any one
of the recent rains have been
"the best rain received in 3
years". They have all fallen
slowly and
have soaked in,
causing winter plants to grow
t a much more rapid rate than
under past conditions.
I have visited a number of
farms since December 1st and
farmers throughout the territory tell me that we need lots
more rain before we get ready
to plant our crops this year. It
IS now getting so you can dig
a post hole without too much
difficulty and this is a good
sign that the rains have soaked in.
I am urging farmers to take
samples off fields to be tested
in January arid February. This
is one job that we can get out
of the way and at the same
time be of some help to the
laboratory that does the work
for us. Take samples from all
fields and specify
just what
these fields will be growing
in
195a. Follow recommendations given you and with an
ample supply of moisture, our
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Paces Cowles" Casedia. N•11001di Rahway:
of the currants, raisins, sultanas.
rum, stout and vanilla, SO pounds
of mixed peel. 25 pounds of diced
apple, 26 diced oranges and juice.
and 25 diced lemons and juice were
added to the wet mixture Then 24
dozen eggs were poured over this
mixture and the whole was stirred
thoroughly.
Half the dry ingredients which
were prepared on a specially built
tray, measuring four feet by eight
feet. was added to the wet mixtuo
Then the contents of the kett •
were put back on the table and
mixed with the other half of the
dry ingredients.
From here the pudding was put
into 20-net ounce cans and placed
in trays holding 26 cans each A
six tier steam oven was filed with
the, trays and the contents were
cooked for two, and a halt hours
The cans were immediately sealed
while the pudding was steaming
hot, then marked, packed away in
boxes and shipped to all parts of
the Canadian National Railways
system from Newfoundland to
British Columbia, in readiness for
the demand that will be made for
them over the holiday period
ENS
yields will be as good as we
expect them to be.
Farmers will have the urge to
over pasture their grain crops
during the warm weather this
spring. It is all right to allow
lifestock on such fields a few
hours each day, provided the
grain is not too short. Cattle
and sheep will cip it close to
the ground and practices such
as these should be abided.
.When the soil is spongy with
moisture, you should keep all
livestock off of your fields.
It is safe to grade fields that
are well sodded with Fescue.
This is one grass that will
withstand such
treatment at
this season of the year. Be on
the look out however, for any
clover that begins to show signs
of growth and do not allow
livestock to overgraze where it
is growing.
Fertilize Pastures
Many farmers are of the opinion that it is too costly to
go to the expense and trouble
of fertilizing pastures, but I
doubt if there is any crop
grown on your farm that will
respond
to
good
treatment
more than will a good pasture.
Many farmers in the first place
sow a pasture to "rest the
land" when actually
land is
hard at work if it is producing
a good pasture. Added plant
food pays big dividends when
applied at the proper time and
at rates of application which
will release enough plant mat-

Frank lurk**
This distinction goes to Erma
Jean Hammond, 19, of Oldham
county and Frank Burkett, 17,
of Pulaski county. Their 4-H rec.
ords exemplify the best over-all
accomplishment in 4-H project
work, Club and community activities, according to the Extension
Service of the University of
Kentucky.
Both received a certificate of
merit and Frank attended the
National 4-H Club Congress held
recently in Chicago, as guest of
the Ford Motor Co.. donor of the
4-H Achievement awards.
maximum
plant
erials
for
growth. If your farm is well
stocked with livestock numbers,
you use
that
I recommend
maximum recomMendations in
fertilizing your pastures.

LONG
FACED
Over Spots
on Clothes?

Call Office
Prices.

SUITS — — —

85c

DRESSES — — — 85c
PANTS and SHIRTS
2 for 85c

OK LAUNDRY &
CLEANERS INC.
— PHONE 130 —
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CLASSIFIED ADS

STATE HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
TOURNAMENT WILL BE HEW IN MARCH

MAYTAG WASIMMIL standard
and automatic models. $12940
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.

ICEEP THIS AD!
ALL KINDS OF KEYS node
while you wait. Forrester** Over 30,800 Arthritic and Rheumatic Sufferers have taken this
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
Medicine since it has been on the
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- market. It is inexpensive, can be
chine and electric floor polish- taken in the home. For free iner and electric vacuum clean- formation, give name and aders. Exchange Furniture Co. dress to P. 0. Box 522, Hot
Springs, Arkansas.
Phone 35, Church Street
"HELM'S Healthier Chicks —
Heavier Layers — order now
save — 37 years flock improvement. Official
contest
records 300 eggs.
Certified
Leghorns — proven pure_
breds — Crosses offering
Hybrid Vigor. Free
helpful
Literature. Helm's, Paducah."
CONVENIENTLY located only
a half-block off Lake Street
in the heart of downtown
Fulton, the Fulton News is
ready, willing and able to
do your printing. 209 ComAvenue, telephone
mercial
470: "The Printing number."

FARM LOANS
Long TermsPhilip Gendresu. N Y

-Easy Payments

ATKINS, HOLMAN

Runt by the British as a stronghold to repel Indian raids in
the early 18th century, this blockhouse at Erie, Pa., is preserved
hi honor of an American RevolutionaryWar hero, General
Anthony Wayne. A new fire-resistantaspialt roof now protects
the historic treasure frem Are.

AND FIELDS
—Insurance-

THE new year off
START
right by coming down to 408 Maia St
Phone I
Wade's Used Store for bargains in home furnishings.
New or used. Trade with
Wade and Save. Wade's Used,
SURE INSURANCE
112 Main Street, phone 478.
YOUNG MAN 'oetween ages of
27 and 40 with bookkeeping
and selling experience wantby
progressive Fulton
ed
firm. Fine place to work, lots
of opportunity Itir advancement. Permanent position
open in a few weeks. Apply
in writing to "Store Manager", c/o Box 485, Fulton,
Ky. and state qualifications.
Interview will follow.
"OP PRICES PAID for oountrv
eggs. Smith's Cafe.
NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Company, DRIVE-1N, Office Outfitters, Phone 674.
CHEVROLET owners use genuine Chevrolet parts for best
performance, service, satisfaction. Available in Fulton only at Taylor Chevrolet Company, "Your Authorized
Chevrolet Dealer in Fulton".
Lake Street, phone 38.
POSTED and No-hunting signs;
for-rent .signs, made to your
specifications.
Prompt service. economical prices The
Fulton News, 209 Commercial Avenue.

WHY PAY MORE?
Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or 160-W—

EXTRA COPIES
of
The Fulton News
are on sale

each week at
Fulton Newsstand
Smith's Cafe
Evans Drug Store
The Coffee Shop
Rushton's Cafe
The News Office
*5*

SPECIAL: dining room table
and chairs, good
as new,
only used one week, at a
price you can't afford to
miss. Also have a good price
on some bedroom suites at
Wade's Used Store. Trade
with Wade and Save. Wade
Used, 112 Main Street, phone
478.
NEED
A
rubber
at
p'
Prompt service available at
the Fulton News office.
DAY OR NIGHT wrecker service; phone 38 during the
daytime and 1917 or 1701-R
at night. Taylor Chevrolet
Company, Fulton.

Centnry-old house, left, bemodern home for about
MIN in remodeling cods. New
wing replaces old weed deed ter
more space Inside, Mager,lower
look outside. Low-diere noel el
wing was covered Inth 'espial&
shingles. Pre-fitted windows el
ponder-sea pine saved mosey by
reelaciag lastallatim Rime.
MIMS

AT
LOW COST

Sc Per -Copy

Bring your repair jobs to

WEBB'S
Welding, Blacksmith,
and Machine Shop
JAMES C. CROFT,
owner and operator.
GET THEM FIXED
RIGHT at
103 McDowell Street
next to Pierce-Cequin
Lumber Co.
Phone 845

LOW PRICES ON

B.F.Goodrich
NEW TREADS
YOU GET
*New
*New
the
tread

UK EXTENDS TEACHING SERVICES TO
FAR-OFF JAVA UNDER 3-YEAR CONTRACT
sciences of physics, mathematics and chemistry already are
at work in Bandung, and the
10th member of the educational team will arrive there later
addition to
in December. In
teaching at the University of
Indoneisa, UK's scientist are
assisting in other developments
on the campus.
negotiation
The contract
marked the first major foreign
operations project undertaken
by the University of Kentucky.
The invitation to render the
assistance to the University of
Indonesia came last spring after the president of the Indonesian institution. Dr. Baudar
Djohan, visited UK and several other American universities.
Serving as chief of party for
the UK team is Professor E. B.
Penrod, head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering. He also has been designated as engineering-physicist for
the assignment.
Other specialists already on
the job at Bandung are: Dr.
types
all
ENGRAVING
of
FINE
is available at the Fulton
News office. See our samples; we are exclusive agents
for the finest engraving company in the rnidwest. The
Fulton News, 209 Conarnercial Avenue.

With one stroke the University of Kentucky has extended
its teaching services more than
10,000 miles from the campus
in Lexington to the South Pacific island of Java in Indonesia.
The University's most spectacular venture in off-campus
began
activities
'extension"
last July with the acceptance
million-dollar contract
a
of
CoInternational
from the
Operation Administration.
Under the contract. U K aeducational
greed to provide
and scientific services to the
University of Indonesia, located at the city of Bandung, for
a period of three years. Exact
valuation of the contract was
$1.235,000, to be supplemented
by funds in local currency by
the Indonesian Government to
erect needed buildings and defray other local costs of the
expanding technical program.
Nine UK specialists in engineering and the supporting

(chair) seats are above the box
seats on the sides, and bleacher seats are above the boxes
at the ends.
The price of tickets calling
for stadium (chair) seats is
812.00 (8 sessions). The price
,Jf tickets calling for bleacher
seats is $8.00 (8 sessions). A
limited number of box seats
may be available at 818.00 per
set, as well as some arena
(chair) seats at the ends of the
floor, priced at $12.00 Per set
If box seat tickets should be
requested and are not avail
able, it should be made cleat
if the order is to be filled with
tickets calling for the next best
available seats, or if the order
is to be cancelled. Each ordei
must include a remittance of
35c for postage, handling charges, and insurance on the tickets, and checks should be
made payable to State Tour
nament Ticket Sales. Orders

SERVICE
SAN DIEGO, Calif. (FHT
NC)--Jorunie M Dalton, guar
termaster third class. USN, son
of Mr and Mrs. Willie J. Dalton of 208 Bates St., Fulton.
Ky., arrived at San Diego,
Calif.. Dec. 3 aboard the destroyer USS John W. Thomason after a tour of duty in the
Far East.
for individual session tickets
will be accepted after February 15, and should not be included with orders for commailed
plete sets of tickets
prior to that time. The Association will conduct an over-thecounter sale at one or two locations in Louisville beginning
on March 1.
Use protective caster cups
under the legs of heavy pieces
of furniture to avoid damage.
_

NOW IS THE TIME TO

HOME furnishings: five-burner
oil cook stove, looks like
new; gas heaters and coal
stoves priced to sell; good
electric stove and one gas
cook stove; can save you
money at Wade's Used' Store.
Trade with Wade and Save.
Main
112
Used,
Wade's
Street, phone 478.
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co..
Phone 301, Fulton, Ky.

Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.
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LET US FII.L YOUR

Francis Yost, head of the Department of Physics, theoretical
physicist; Dr. Richard Hanau,
associate professor of physics,
experimental physicist; Dr.
Jacob Meadow, professor of industrial c he mist r y, organic
chemist; Dr. Elwood Hammak er, associate professor of chemistry, inorganic chemist.
aide b,
Philip Emrath, consulting engineer and former UK faculty
KRAFT
member, mining
enginee r; Ilea Moe see ad self
Read Holland. staff member in
the Department of Mining and MIRACLE WHIP
eii special
Metal lu r,g ic a 1 Engineering
chemical engineer; Mrs. Francis pickle relishes
Yost.
mathematician: and F.
Edward Ince, electrical engineer-power and machinery.
Read Holland is tho son of
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Holland of Fulton. and an honor
graduate of Fulton high school

BIN

Pandy,-thrIty...
and oh,so

Miracle

Cold Weather
Is Ahead!

_ Duet Rua Low!
bosaiidiat. Delivery
All Sizes On Hand.

CITY COAL (0
TELEPHONE $1

WADE CELEBRATES
The NEW YEAR
WITH 19511 BIGGEST BED ROOM SUITE
PROMOTION

EUDY SHOE Repair offers you
prompt, accurate service at
moderate cost. 204 Church
Street, Fulton.

Tire Guarantee
Tire Tread
FOR THE BEST Deal On Office
Furnikire buy Shaw-Walker.
same Silvertown
See James 0. Butts at The
design that COlnes
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
on new tires
rIRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,

SALE
$10.95

The 1957 State High School
Basketball Tournament will be
held in the
Kentucky Fairgrounds Coliseum,
Louisville,
on March 13-16. The first tour”ament session will be on
Wednesday evening; and there
will
be
three sessions on
Thursday, two on Friday, and
two on Saturday. The Friday
ind Saturday sessions will be
'ield in the afternoon and evenings.
On or after January 15, 1957,
state Tournament Ticket Sales,
Box 1173, Lexington, Kentucky,
wi
.
11 begin to accept mail ord-rs for complete sets of tournament tickets.
Orders with
,sarlitr postmarks will receive
s lower
priority rating than
those mailed on
January 15.
These orders will be filled at
'me time in February, after
the schools have received .the
tickets allotted to them under
the planof distribution set up
.)y the K. H. S. A. A. Board of
Control. The s.hool orders will
take all the arena and box
seats located on the sides of
the playing floor. These types
of seats will be available in
the
end
sections.
Stadium
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A PROUD CHILD
IS A HAPPY CHILD

work'
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Playing a Wurlitzer
Piano develops pride ,
of accomplishment.
TIMM'S MUSIC DEPT.
Union City, Tenn.

New from the Kraft Kitchen!

ALL THREE PIECES

$8
9
95
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and your recappable tire

Low Prices Other
Sizes

aeez
focioss

„o,
/-

As Low As
$1.00
down per tire and your
old recappable tire

Touble
Finding a

PAINT

CHARUE KATES STORE

to match your rug?

Church Street — Phone 389

We have just the color you went
In our wide and wonderful m
lection of hilusdrads of amide&

B.F.Cr"-oodrieh
FIRST IN RUSIBIR

new Maestro C010g1.

W

cartems•-mist year caws
/or yaw Ale maimades.

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.
Church Street

DOUBLE DRESSER.
CHEST,
BOOK CASE BED

$10.00 DOWN DELIVERS
Shop, Compare — You'll Trade with WADE

0.

HEAT IT
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See This Suite In Wade's Window
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for chess. sauce

SPREAD IT for snacks

Fulton
A Pasteenzes Preens Cheese Spell

WADE
LAKE STREET

PHONE 103

FURNITURE
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FULTON, KY.

